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Holography; and (3) The Integration of Motion Pictures into
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AAAS STUDY GUIES ON CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS

ce 1p70.the American Associatidn for the Advancement of Science has onducted the NSF Chautauqua-Type Short Courses for College
Teachers rogram with the support,of,the Education Directorate of the
Nattonal Science Foundation. More than 9,000 college teachers of undergraduate students have particfp,:te,d in the courses which have dealt with
either broad ,interoisciplinary problcms of,science or the applications
All of the courses are
of science and mathematics to'college teaching.
designed to make available tie most current information.
S

Much work goes into the preparation, of NSF Chautauqua-Type Shdrt
Courses, yet there are only limited numbers of places in the classes for
In order tObake some of the instructional
college teacher' participants.
materials more widely available, the AAAS introduced the Study Guides
experiment in 1974-75% Course Directors prepared test editions of Study
Guides for review by participants in the classes in 19,74-75. These
seven Study Guides are now being edited for publication, and should be
available From AAAS by late 1975.

Public Policy Analysis by Elinor Ostrom
Alternatives in Science Teacliinq by Joan Creager

Water Pollution by David Kidd
Atmospheric Science by Vincent SChaefer and Volker Mohnen
Conflict Regulation by Paul Wehr
Mathematical Mcdelina and Computing.by Jack Cohen and
William born
Thinking with Models by Thomas Saaty

The second series of six Study Guides basecon_courses jn the
1975-76 program will be tested during the, coming academic' year. After
testing and revision, the following titles should be available from AAAS
in the late fall of 1976:
Biosociolooy by Martin Schein
Social Impact Assassment by.C. P. Wolf
Holography by Tung H. Jeong
Simple and Complex Societies.: An Anthropological View of
the Transforatien of iraditional Peoples by Andrei Simic"

Ethical Issues and the Life Sciences by George Kieffer
Prcblers In the Interpretation of New
Origins of ran:
*Evidence by Alan Airquist

0
1

The Study Guides series is fn keeping with the overall objectives
to
of. the American Association for the Advancement of Science: ".
.

.

further the workorscientists, to facilitate cooperation among them, to
increase public understanding and appreciatj.0 of the importance and promise
of the methods of s.cience in human progress."
,
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PREFACE FROM AAAS.

TO STUDY GUIg.REVIEWERS:
$

The test editions of the set of six Study,Guides were prepared on
relatjvely short notice by the course directors durtng the summer of
To provideas much information as possible to the, authori,,foruse
1975.
revising this study guide for publication, we ask you as a partic,iin
pant in the NSF Chautauqua -Type Short Course to test these materials and
provide your reactions. Also we,wou,ld apreciete receivin6 reactions of
Your efforts will'conyour colleagues and'students if that is possible.
tribute significantly ')'ed the quality of the revised Study Guide.
'14 this Study Guido has been'successfully prepared, upon completing
(i) have an overall comprehension of the scope of the
it, you will:
tproblem: (ii) understand the relationships between aspects of the problem and their implications for human :elfare, and (iii) possess a reliable
guide for studying one or,more aspects of the problem in,greater depth.
We ask you to evaluate the study guide on the basis of how well each of
Of less importance but most welcome are
these objectives' is achieved.
your specific editorial suggestions, including punctuation, syntax,
vocabulary, accuracy of references, effectiveness of illustrations,
usefulness and organization of tabular materials, and other aspects of
the draft that are eelatcd to its. function. Three copies Of an evalua-

tion form follow this page and'acditional copies may bareproduced.if
Each evaluator should,return a completed,fonn to: NSF Chautauquaneeded.
Type-Short Course Program, ARAS, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.: WashFeel free to include
Please type or print'legibly.
ington,D.C. 2004,%
any additional comments you care to make.' This evaluation-is in addition
to any evaluative requests,niade by the study guide authors; however, we
Your efforts
do encourage you to cooperate with all requests frcm authors.
in evaluating this Study Guidd are a worthwhile contribution to the im=
provementof undergraduate education and we express our appreciation to
you.

We hereby'gratefully acknowledge the services of Joan G. Creaser,
Consulting Editor, amd Orin Mctarley, Production Manager for this se'ries.'

Arthur H. Livermore
Acting Director of Education
AAAS
Doh I. Phillips
Project Director
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After completing this smIdv guide, ten) out one copy of this sheet, complokte
envolope
aweded.
it , fold, and l..tJ 1.
y6ur feel it
'Citjle the re,,pon,,e th.it
about the study guide: Also,
ple;%se make specific 4uggcsLions wherever pos-,)1e.
SatisUnsatisfacLoCy
factory
Did you achieve an overall comprehension of the scope
1.
of the problcm?'
4
5
2
3
1
Suggstions for improvemenl:

))id you achieve an undurntnnding of relationnhips
bet.x?een rSpects of the problem and their
for
2.

humn welfare?

1

'2'

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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1

2

3

4

5

Did you find the study guide informative?
Please cpmment as specifically as possible.

1

2

3

Suggestions for improvement:

Is this a, reliable guide for studying one or more
aspects of the.piohlem in grct.or depth?
Suggestions for Implovement:
3.

'Was the content of this study guide clearly presented?
Please comment on Specific pages :'nd parographs, if.
ll:-0.theback of this page nnd'additional
0 appropriate.
cages if necessary.
P1 ease type or priest:

5.

5

Arc Olert any topics in this study guide tbat you third: should have been
6.
any that should have been added?
-modified?
deleted?
.

7.

.

.

.

.

Rate the study tune a*a whole fo

the following situations:
independent, study by college Leachers
1
2
independent study by college students
1
,2
a basic text for a conventional.course
1
2
a stipple'ment in a conventional course
1
2
othcri

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4
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I would be interestecOin receiving information about purchasing the following,1974-75 Study Guides (available late 1975):

.

.

0 I would be interested in receiving information about purchasing the following 1975-6 Study Guide's (avallai)Jd Tate 1976):
.
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Uhc.t wa!, your ba,1;ground in the subject before' using this study guide?
) none or little ( ) college cpursel;
Leach1n6 the subject

(

)

8.

Your present position is:

9.
)

(

other:
(

) ,college Leacher

(

)

college student

oz.hcr:

EL

What specific changes arc needed to mats this study guide more useful to
college students?

Please mahc any other couiments you feel would be helpful (regarding
illustratinrit, table.;, accuracy and availability of. references, extent to which
objectives were met).
11.

Please fin in your nano and institutiona3 address bc:]ow,
Thant.,you for your assistance.

fold, staple, and mail.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

The, basic ideas of holography were originated by Professor Dennis Gabor,
in 1947 and published in 1948.

With the advent -of the laser and an improved

process by Leith and Upatnieks, it caught the excitement and imagination of
the scientific community and has since become an active field of applied reO

search around the world.

More recently the introduction of motion and the elimination of stringent
conditions for illumination have made it possible for artists without
scientific background to adopt holography as a new and exciting medium of
graphic communicAtion.

Thus, a new era of collaboration between scientists

and artists has begun.,

The primary purpose of this4study guide is to provide a student with
sufficient practical and technical i

ormation to begin independently

pra'cticing holography, with occasi nal help from

teacher.

In a way, this is more of a llboratory manual- than a "study guide".

The chief justification lies in the nature of the subject matter and the
author's philosophy in.science teaching.

The student should "do it" first.

The understanding and the formalism will come naturally once his interest
,,and curiosity are aroused.

The content has been used by the author during the last three years
in his Chautauqua Short Courses around the country, covering all the centers.
In addition, it has also been used in a series of Hologram Workshops offered
by Lake Forest College every June since 1971.

Thus the content has been

tested on a variety of students from thirteen-year old junior high school
students to physics professors.

Within this spectrum,lwe have had artists,

it
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entrepreneurs, medical doctorsp ychiatrists, theatre designers, engineers,
museum directors, architects, and Unaffiliated itinerants.

Hopefully; with

the feedback of the initial users of this guide, we can #mprove the content,
the format, and especially add a section of homework problems to,:it.
jtt writing this guide, I am compelled to justify the''teaching of

holography in an

istitution of.fOrmal education.

First of all, holography

is not merely a craft - it combings meticulous laboratory techniques with
extremely elegant.formal theory.

Indeed, a single hol4KAM contlitis all the

major theories of physical and geometric optics.

With laboratory practice,

the student will learn the importance of attention to pertinent details.and
or

the painstaking care required to achieve experimental results.

In

Chapters III and IV he will learn the interplay of deduction and induction
in scientific pursuit.
ICand

Finally, we,shall put holography in perspective

w that it is a fundament.il exposition on 40re wave behavior of

s

electromagnetic radia 1401111"

Thus, while studying holography; one can reap into the study of
quantum physics involving the laser, the

erieral considqration of information

0

theory involving the topic of entropy, as well as the symmetry between the
spatial and the teMpOral domains of communication theory.

Indeed, this is'

an open-ended subject tat can:be pursued at any level.
Although this guide isjritten in the usual format, i.e., beginning

with introdudon and'some theoretical considerations,and ending with
laboratory exerc ses and a divcussion Pf appliebtios' it can be used in
an almost randopI order.

For example, the beginning , sVotudent can start

of
with Chapters VI, VII, and VIII and make holograms during his-first
.

laboratory periods.

These chapt /rs are self-contained and can be followed

even without any essential understanding of holography.

Outside the

laboratory, he can read the preceding chapters to understand what he actually

1 4.1-\"

\

)
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4?
S

''has accomplished ;,

S

i feel that this is a pedogogically sound Procedure in that it .follows

-,

t
the natural;iearning process of'all of us, that is, we learn' s we'go.
,

.

/
.

More specifically, I have found that by allowing a student tb succeed in
t

.

making a white.light reflection hologram dur'ng his ,first exercise, he is
,

encouraged to learn all the basic physics necessary to explain it to his
.

per

i,

As he exhibits it, and this alone requires that he learn a. t least qree

Nogel'Prize-winning ideas in physics.
In other words, .this procedure allows-,,a parallel teaching of theory
and praCtice.

Since the subject can be pursued at many levels, both

liberal arts and science students can participate simultaneously, making the
subject of holography highly viable as a mini-course in a university
curriculum, or as a topic of independent study for a student.
From the point of view'r3I-"vonomics, the subject of holography offers,

advantage over many other experimen tat

pi cs.

A complete progrrisk

holography, including the laser-as well as expendable materials, such as
chemicals and film, can be started for less than $250.

The full range of

this homemade and commercially produced hard- and software will be discussed
in Chapter V..1.
Chapter II describes what holograms are.

It enumerates the

I

characteristics that can be physically demonstiated in front of an
.

audience with a set of standard holograms that can be either purchased
,

or made.

From past experience, I find that this is the most suitable

'way to begin a course or even a one-hour lecture on holography.

It
-

arouses curiosity and motivates the student to'pursue the subject further.
Chapter

desctibes a geometric model which, with minimum

mathematics, allows the,general student to attain'an intuitive understanding

4
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A more formal description is 9ffered in Chapter VI.

of holography.

-here, adis.cussion of the interplay between practice and formal

ideas is offered, hopefully to review to the student some degree of
elegance involved in'scientific pursuit.

Chapters VI? VII, VIII, and IX are structured:
follow them in order as presented.

It is advisable to

Chapter VI can also be used as'

lecture demonstrations using the Michelson interferometer both as a
historical experiment and a practical tool for checking vibration.
On the matter of bibliography, I de'cided to break tradition and
do it in a novel way.

Instead of inundating the student by showering

him with numerous footnotes and references, most of which he cannot
understand, I have decided to have an independent chapter on references
to

at:the end of this guide.

Thus, Chapter X is not merely a list of

references, but contains a general discussion of various types of
references and how a student should use them.

Included are a Sampling

of general physics textbooks which should be consulted by a student
whenever he encounters a technical terminology that he cannot comprehend.
Any single text on the subject of holography will contain hundreds of
other references.

For this reason only a few pertinent original

articles are inclNded.

Each article can induce an avalanche in other

articles.' For practicaliourposes a list of vendors for both hardand software are listed.

Here I must confess my .bias in my choices;

Essentially, it is impossible to list all competing manufactUrers.
What is listed represents my own personal choice.

Since new products

are being brought to the market periodically, the student is encouraged
to do some research in this area and make some independent choices.

O
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CHAPTEROII,

Holographic Characteristics

What is a hologram?
We shall begin by enumerating general characteristics of most
holograms, follow by a discUssion of specialized types which have their
'awn particular interesting applications.

Chapters III and IV will explain

most of the facts listed here.
1.

The most striking feature of any hologram is the three-dimensional

image that it forms.
window.

An observer looks through a hologram as

it were a

A three-dimensional image of an objet can be observed to be on

either side or even straddling this window.

As the viewer moves his head

up and down and side to side, he can look around the object.

In fact, what

is observed is not a psychological effect but can be confirmed by scientific
instruments, such as cameras or video recorders.

This means that-the light

arriving from the hologram into the viewer's eyes is physically the same as
light emitted from the original object.
2.

If a hologram is broken into small pieces, (or, to be less wasteful,

if the hologram is covered by a piece of opaque paper with a small hole in it)
the entire image can be seen through any small piece.

Depending on ale

location of the piece viewed, the perspective is changed.

This resembles

precisely the act of lookingthrough a hole in a covered window.

Depending

on the location of that hole, the outside scene is perceived in its entirety,
but from a different perspective.
3.

Holograms offer both real and virtual images.

An image is said

to be- real if it can be projected and -focused onto a screen.

it is called a virtual image.

Otherwise

In general, the definitions parallel to

those used for classical optics concerning lense and mirrors.

15
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4.

Holograms formed on thin emulsion exhibit the phenomenon of

dispersion, that is, when the hologram is viewed with a white spotlight,
such as from a slide projector, the image is observed as a continuous
smear from blue to red.

If it is illuminated from a point source of low

pressure mercury light, discrete images in different colors can be observed.
5.

Holograms can be made in shapes other -than flat sheets.

example, a cyllndrAif9a1 hologram can be made with a single

posure, so

that after processing, the viewer can walk around and obsery
from all angles.

For

the image

In general, any shape that can be formed by holographic

film can be usel to record holograms. -Emulsions can even be coded inside

bottles so that

ttke

contents can be holographed and later,observed as

virtual images.
6.

A focused image holograditis one which can be illuminated by a

point source of white light with the image appealing in black and white
and in three dimensions at the film plane.
7.

A "rainbow hologram" can algo be viewed with a point source

of white light.

Depending on the angle between the illuminating light

)and the hologram, the image can be observed at any deslr d color one
wishes.

A

If this type of hologram is illuminated with a long, filamental

white light, the image appears black and *bite.
8:

All the previously mentioned holograms are usually called

-transmission holograms.

They are always viewed by having the illumination

behind the hologram on the side opposite from the viewer.

The light

transmits through the film to form the image that the viewer sees.

On the'other hand, a.reflection'hologram is a type in whic

sourceis.on the same side of the hologram as the viewer.
_reflected off the hologram to form the image'obse.rved.

the illuminating
Light is

This type of

hologram can always be illuminated by a point source of white light and
the image will appear in color.

Using multiple-color lasers, holograms

16
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of this type can give multi-color three-dimensional images.
,9.

The integram integrates.various 'graphical techniques to allow

the display of three-dimensional images of live objects in motion as
well as outdoor scenes., 'The viewer standing around a transparent

cylindrical drum sees people, microbes, or computer-generated threedimens onal images inside, in'continuops motion.

Since it is recorded from

ordinary motion pictures originally in two dimensions, any images that can
ordinarily be captured by the motion Picture camera can'be Converted into
an integraph.

The largest object ever recorded this way is the earth

with its cloud formation.

The original data was gathered from weather

satelites in nos, dimensions and then integrated into a hologram.

present format, the integram requires monochromatic illumination.

In the

However,

this constraint is eliminated if and when thick, phase-sensitive recording
medium becomes available.

It will then be possible to present the image

in-natural colors.
A, multiplex hologram uses the combined techniques of the

10.

integram and the rainbow hologram.

Its most important advantage is that

it Can be iLkuminated. with a tungsten filament light bulb.

However,

depending on the angle the observer makes with the film plane, the image
changes color, from red to blue without any control and it cannot be seen

at close. range, At:a distance, the three-dimensional image is extremely_
,striking.

11. 'The image of the hologram can reveal more information than by

the mere observation of the original obit.

For example, a specimen

can be recorded so that black lines appear in the space surrounding its
j.mage.

The shape and locatioti of these black lines reveals the micro-

scopic shifts on the surface of the object.

This technique is called

,holographic interferometry or, for short, holometry.

A typical technique

used to produce such a hologram iS to first make an exposure,'then allow
the Aject to be changed by applying a, force on it,

(if it is a plant, allow it

to grow for a short period of time) and then a second exposure is made.

In

the image of the processed hologram, one sees a comparison between the two
states which reveals all the microscopic differences through these black
fringes.

Using this technique, vibration patterns on musical instruments,

stress patterns as applied to structural parts, and growth patterni on live;
plants have been observed.
12.

By using a two-frequency laser, contour lines can be mapped onto

the surface of the image'of an object. 'By observing the image of the
hologram, quantitative information concerning the dimension along the line
of sight is quantitatively observable.
l'3.

Motion pictures, as we see them now, can be transferred into a

holographic cassette which then can be played back`throUgh an or
tele ision set.

nary

The major advantage here is.that the recording mediuni

is cheap plastic without coating.

The interesting part of this hologram

is that the film can be continuously moved, but the image remains' stationary

until the hologram of the next movie frame is in position.
istic is typical of a Fraunhoffer hologram.

This allows the

Th s characterassette to

be played in a continuous manner, much like a magnetic tape and unlike
the jerking 'motion of a motion picture projector.
14.

If a lens or mirror or some other optical component is part of

a scene inside a hologram, it retains its optical characteristic when the
recorded image is viewed.

For example, an object placed behind a lens

will be seen to be magnified or minified.

Such a hologram, when observed

with a real lens can form a compound optical instrument, such as a

microscopeor a telescope, allowing the viewer to change focal distance'
of the system at will.

1.8
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15.

Images of non-existent objects,,can be recorded holographically

through the assistance of a computer.

Basically, the mathematics llf

on the photo-

holography is well-known and the pattern actually recor
,

,

graphic film during the formation can be calculated and

loItted out by

c
a computer.

This pattern can be photographically reduced and viewed as

a hologram.

In a more straight-forward case, computers can initially

.

generate two-dimensional sequential images of an event or a TV screen.

These images are then transferred into a motion picture format and then
Furthermore, computer

converted into a integram or multiplex hologram.

holograms can be used to compensate or correct optical defects of ex,

isting instruments.

The list of characteristics above by no means exhausts all the
t

interesting aspects of holography.

They were specifically enumerated

to arouse the curiosity and interest on the part of the student.

It

A

challenges them'to learn to understand each and every item and perhaps
even to demonstrate them in the laboratory.

--.
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CHAPTER III

GEOMETRIC MODEL

\\

To make holography accessible to the artist as well as to the
%
/

technician, we here develop a geometric model to interpret various
0

J.

physical ,characteristics of

holcisr.\ams
,

listed in a previous chapter.

-

It is possible,t6 Understand much of holography without a highly
mathematical background. ,However, to do quantitative workirigorous
p

'mathematics is absolutely necessary.

TWO - SOURCE INTERFERENCE

Basic to this model is the understanding of how two sources of
continuous waves, emitting at the same constant frequency, interfere
in space.

A-popular demonstration of this is -the 'ripple tank.

Such

patterns can be simulated by the superposition of.two identical sets
of concentric circles, where the radial differenceobetween successive
circles is'k, one wavelength (Figure 1).

Assuming that the white

areas repiesent constructive interference, and the dark areas represent

destructive interference, tracing either set results in a family of
hyperbolaS.

Figure 2 represents a set of constructive interference

Along the zeroth order, all intersecting circles have e constant

patterns.

radial difference of'0; and along the nth order,.the difference is nX.
r

-r4
fc

In between the orders of maxima are hyperbolas representing the minima
(not shown in Figure 2), where the Wave amplittide is always zero inspite of the fact that waves from two. sources of disturbances are
continuously passing through.

If the two sources were opeating\in three-dimensional space,'
as would be the case for4uoustic sources, the interference pattern
would be represented by the figure of revolution of Figures 1 and 2
with the line connecting the two sour es as the axis, i.e.

family

r

ti

of hyperbolas.
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If the two sets of concentric circles on Figure 1 were made on
separate transparencies, they could be moved relative to one another
1116

11.

to observe how the families of hyperbolas are changed relative to the
positions of the two sources.

This demonstrates the interference patterns/

generated by the Milelson interferometer and Young's double slit

interfejnce patterns,/

THE MODEL
We would like to state some interesting, If not more well known,

characteristics Of hyperboloids as represented by FigureA.

Take the

zeroth ,oTder, which perpendicAarly bisects the linkjoining the two
sources.

If we imagfile that this plane is a mirror, any ray of light

arriving from source A would be'reflected in such a direction as if it
comes from source B.

We can say that B is the virtual image 1 A.

Now take an arbitrary order other than'zero:

Let us imagine that

this hyperboloid i5 coated for reflection, i.e. a hyperbolic,mirror.
- /

Any ray of light arriving from source A, once again, is reflected in
such a direction as if it comes from source B.,

s,

In both cases, a

reciprocal statement can-be made, i.e. that a light ray arriving from
ft

source B will be reflected by any portion of any hyperIolic surface
in such a direction as if it'were generated by source A.

A more

1

'mathematical statement is that the tangent on any pointof a hyperbola
besects the angle formed by the two radiiAthroUgh that point.
AIstatement of our model can be presented as follows:

Assume all

hyperholoidal surfaces that represent the interference maxima due to

two interference sources to be partially renedting surfaces.

When a

hologram is made, the volume throughout the hologram contains a linear
superposition of a multitude of hyperboloidal sets of partial mirrors,

each,set being created by the interference between the reerence beam
and light from a point on the object...

When the hologram is viewed,

each set reflects light from the reference beam and forms an image of
an object point.

23

APPLIATIONS OF THE MODEL
The Virtual Imagine - Figure 4 shows the optical case of a two1Sepam interference'in three- dimensional.'space.

Assume that the two sources

are emitting at the, same constant frequency and that we place a recording

medium such as silver halide photogaphic emulsion at a position as shown.
Since the typical thickness of these emulsions ate in the vicinity of 10 k

,

the interference pattern recorded inside the emulsion represents secirions

of hyperboloidal surfaces of many different orders.

Imagine that after

processing, these surfaces become partially reflecting mirrors (as well as

partially transmitting and

By illuminating the processed

film with source A only at the original rel'ative positions (Fig. 5), some

of the light is transmitted directly through thest partial mirrors, some
is absorbed, but the rest is reflected in such a direction as if they all
come from source B.

Therefore, if an observer looks in the direction of

source B through the processed film-hologram, he sees a virtual image of B.
We can arbitrarily call the light from source A a reference berm and
from'source B an object beam.

If more than one point sburce is located iri

the vicinity of B, each source will form a unique hyperboloid set with
source A and the, film will record all of them.

Upon illuminatkng thd.

processed hologram with source A on y, each'set wijr"teflect light in such
a way as to recreate the virtual image of all its object point:
If we now replace object B with a'three-dimensional scene illuminated
by light having the same Constant 'frequency as the reference beam, each

point on the qurface of this object creates a unique hyperboloid set with
A inside the emulsion. -Thus, we have a hologram of a three-dimensional
S
object (Figure 6).

The Real Image -

Takehe hologram from Figure 5 and illuminate it in

a backward direction by focusing a beam of light back toward A (Fig. 7).
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The refleCted light from our hyperboloidal mirrors will focus at B
so that if a projection screen were present,' there we would have a
real image of B.
Figure 6.

This can be done also with the hologram formed in

The real image in this case will appear on t

two-dimensional image of our original scene.

eceen as a

Depending on the location

of the screen, different parts of this scenewill- come into focus.

Redundancy - It is well known that if a hologram is broken into
pieces, each piece will give a .complete Ters'pective of'the original
scene'.

This can be understood from Figure S.

Imagine that the film

were half or a small fraction of its original size as shown in Figure 6.

Since every elementary volume in the hologram was formed with light from
a complete perspective of the scene, each of these elementary volumes
will,produce a complete perspective.

In other words, the size of the

film used to form a hologram is independent of the size of the scene.

In fact, for the purpose of projecting a real image on a screen with a
laser beam, it is desirable to select only a narrow area by using an
undiverged beam so that the area covered does not exceed a few millimeters in diameter.

In this case, the real image consists of rays at
This increases the depth of field,

small ,angles relative to one another.

allowing us to have a focused image over a lon
beam paths that form the real image.

distance along the

Many laws of geometric optics

operate here, i.e. depth,of field, resolution, etc.
amic R

ot only the locations df all the points on an

object are reproduced in the hologram, but their relative intensity as
well.

Suppose our scene consists of sources 13 and C with B having the

same intensity as A but with C being less intense than A (Fig. 9).

We

can assume that the mirrors formed between A and B are of higher
reflectivity than those formed between A and C, due .to the difference
irt.fringe visibility.
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When this processed hologram i illuminated .,by A, points,B arid C are
.

\

.

'recreated by the reflepted light froth these surfaces in correspondence

with their original intensity.

Thus, a hologram can recreate total

.

variations from faintly illuminated areas to glares.
1

Noise - As is true in all information. transmission systems, the

output always has noise added to it.

Besides the so-called grain noise

of photographic film, which is due to the scattering of light by the

particles in tke film, another source is cabled intermodulation noise.
in Figure 9, not only are there interference patterns.between A and B,
and A and C, there is also a pattern formed between B and C (not.shown).
The latter pattern forms a set of hyperboloids that also intersect

throughout the volume of the film but of much lower spatial frequency
(fewer lines per millimeter across the surface of the film).

This

results in the scattering of light in arbitrary directions when the
hologram is illuminated with the reference beam alone.

When the scene

consists of three-dimensional objects, every pair of points on the
object creates an unwanted interference pattern.
larger the object and the c

Therefore, the

ser'it is to the film plane, the more

serious the intermodulation noise becomes.
Beam Ratio - To help minimize the effects of intermodulation noise,

practical holography requires that the reference beam be of higher
intensity than any point from the object.

In practice, the intensity

ration, as measured by using a diffuser in front of a light meter,

between the reference and object beams varies from 1 to 1 to 10 to 1
for transmission holograms, the type so far discussed.
mirrors to form between, the reference and points on

This allows the
ject to be

generally of higher reflectivity than those formed between any pair of

points on the object. 'Also, thy noise can be further minimized by having

33

the smallest angle between the reference beam and any object beam to

,

be greater than the largest angle formed by a pair of points on the
object.

This assures that the minimum spatial' frequency for9Led by

the object and the reference beam is greater than the spatial
frequency of the noise.

Wien the hologram is illuminated, the inter-

modulation noise is diffracted to angles always smaller than the.signal
,

desired.

In this way, even though we cannotliminate the noise, we

can isolate ,it.
,

Multiple Scenes -

One of the most dramatic features of a hologram

is that it is capable of recording more than one independent scene over
the same volume to be viewed independently by changing the relative angle'
between the plane of the hologram and the reference beam.

The phenomenon

involved is Bragg diffraction ,and is understandable by the use of the model.

For simplicity, Figure 10 shows a cross-section view of the interferencepattern formed in the hologram by having two sources far away, from the

film and making equal angle with it.

Thus, the hyperboloidal surfaces

inside the emulsion approach being planes.

The relative dimensions of

emulsion thickness to A are in close correspondence to physical reality.
For example, the thickness of the film, typically from 6 to 15 microns,
exceeds the distance between planes.

Therefore, a ray originating from

the direction of the reference beam suffers multiple reflec ion by
successive planes when it penetrate's the filT;

However, because oT the

inherent characteristics of this family of hyperboloids, (recall Jig. 1),
each successive reflection will have a precise phase shift of ?7,

i.e., the optical path is increased by precisely X in each successive
reflection.

All the reflected waves then are precisely in phase and

therefore add in amplitude, resulting in a strongest possible wavefront
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representing the object beam.

If the angle of incidence is deviated

from the original reference beam relative to thehologram, .11,41 the

reflected beams Will have different phase differences and4the Tesultant
reflected wave is much lower-in intensity.

QuantitatiVely, we can say

that in the case of correct ill6mination, the absolute value
the amplitudes

of all

is al, a2, .:.an add (being parallel vectors) and the

.intensity is I 7 ( fall +

1.321

+

+

anl

)2

In the case of the

.

misaligned illumination the phase shift of each successive reflection
is different from 217 and I

1"

= (al + a2 +

2

+ an)

,

that
so

1

I Z 1

.3

In practice, when the illuminating angle is significantly different'
from the correct angle, no image can be seen.

This is precisely the

manifestation of Bragg diffraction.

To create multiple scene holograms, one expOies the film with
object 01, stops the exposure, changes to a second object 02, changes
the angle between the ,reference beam and the film, and exposes the
second time.

Generalq, each exposure is One-half that of the

exposure for a single scene hologram, assuming'no great change in
object brightness.

The resultant pattern recorded in the processed°

film is-the equivalence of the superposition of two independent sets
,

of hyperboloids, each corresponding to a given scene.

During re,-

construction, depending on the orientation of thelhologram With

'

-respect to the reference= beam, the vavefront of one or the other scene
.

can be recreated.

This is true

oth for the realand the virtual

images.

a
.

Depending on the thickn

s of the film and the size and proximity

of the scenes relative to the film and to the reference beam, different
degrees of success;can be achieved in minimizing cross talJcing.

A

great deal more detail concerning this is explainable with this model
than space here allqwe.,/

3'C

t.

I

White Li ht Ref le tion Holo rams - Froth our previous example in

Figure 10, it is apparent that if the hologram is sufficiently thick,
it can be illuminated by white light.

Only the waves of the original

frwuency can be successively reflected in such a way that the image

waves arein phase.

All the other colors are reflected with phase

relations` ther than 247 and their intensity is drastically decreased.

In really, the actual dimensions of the film used, versus the actual
spatial,frequencies, does not allow this to work well.

In general,

light constructed-hologram can be viewed with any monochromatic
color.

For example, for'holograms constructed by the helium neon laser

and then viewed with the yellow line from a mercury or sodium lamp,

one needs to tilt the hologram so that its normal makes a smaller angle
with the reference beam.

In such a way, the optical pathc-difference

among various successive

eflections is compensated so as to become in

phase again.

?

In genera ,-the image recreated is aberrated.

The degree

of aberration is in correspondence with the geothetrical properties- of

hyperbolic reflectors.

Thp ability of the hologram to discriminate color depends on the
number of reflecting planes that a given ray of reconstructing light
encounters.

To maximize this number the film should be placed in a

location 4tween the object and"the refLrence beams as shown in Figure 11.
Since the separation between the successive hyperbardidal surfaces along
the line joining the two sources is

1/2),,

the usual 6 to 7 microns thick
.

.

photographic emulsion would store up to twenty planes for red light.
iThe ima

from such a hologram can be reconstructed from a point source

of white light as that from the sun or a penlight, and offers a narrow
color band selection.

We can consider each surface as a hyperbolic mirror

'so that all light reflected by it will appear to come from the object

37

point.

,Siece each ray of reconstructing light penetrates through, many
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planes, each reflection is in phase with all the others, the result
is an intense reflection for the original color.

The object point shown

in Figure 11 can be a three-dimensional scene, illuminated by a separate
beam of light from the laser.

It is quite apparent that from this model,

intermodulation noise will not be troublesome due to the fact that the
surfaces formed by mutual points on the object are almost perpendicular
to the set that we desire.

Thus, it is understandable that the beam

,ta
ration between the reference and the obfect beam should be near t,

Holographic Interferometry - Consider a double exposure as represented
by Figure 12.

Here the object is located at B1 durihg the first exposure

and is moved to B2, a distance in the order of X, for the second exposure.
The resultant hologram is a superposition of two sets of hyperboloids.

As

can be observed from Figure 12a, the two patterns coincide on the lefthand side of the hologram but fall in between one another on the righthand side.

As a realistic correction to our model (first perturbation?),

we-should realize that these surfaces, instead of being hard, infinitely
thin planes, are actually sinusoidal in distribution.

The result is

that, when we view the hologram, we see a bright point located in the
vicinity of the original object point from the left side of the hologram.
FroiM the right-hand side we see nothing, due to the fact that the two

patterns add up to be a constant, resulting in no discernible pattern at
all.

If the object°point had been displaced differently (to B3 as shown

14
t

-

in Figure 12b) its interference pattern would be shifted in such a way
that the two patterns are in anti-coincidence on the left-hand side of
the hologram but in coincidence on the right-hand side, and, the situation
then is reversed.

39
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P

Therefore, for a continuously distributed object which is linearly,
displaced; we will see in general a set of straight black lines super,

posed on the image of the object.

On the other hand, if the object is

stressed, complex lines will be observed each of which represents loci of
points in which the object beam suffered a constant phase shift.

Holographic Contouring - Dark interference lines can be formed on
a scene that indicates points of constant elevation.

This is done by

e'

0 exposing, either successively or simultaneously, the hologram with two
different,wavelengths of monochromatic light.

Figure 13 shows the super-

position of two sets of hyperbolas with the foci at the same locations, but
with the number of interference orders differing by three, indicating a
.

small wavelength difference.

If the observer moves across this hologram;

the object point will appear and disappear alternatively.

If the object
.--

were extended in space and the observed looks through a givert spot on the

hologram, dark lines would appear on the object designating constant
changes in elevation.
Coherence Length - (temporal coherence) - One of the basic. techniques

in making good holograms is to insure that the optical path of the object
and'the reference beam be equalized, beginning from the beamsplitter.

In

without an internal etalon emit simultaneously

general, lasers operat

r example, the low cost helium neon lasers

more than ono frequency.

emit typically two to threlidifferent frequencies simultaneously.

The

frequency difference between the various lines is defined by
t

f

=

c/2L

where f is the-

40

frequency difference, c is the speed of light, and L is the distance
between the two, mirrors in the laser.

When a hologram is exposed using a

-two-frequency, laser, a contour is generated on the object if the size of
the scene is sufficiently large.

For the part of the scene in which the

42
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optical path is equalized with the reference beam, the interference
pattern resulting from both frequencies 'coincide on the hologram.

The

2

first dark fringe on the object represents the anti-coincidence of the
two sets of fringes caused by the two frequoilcies.

Therefore, for a

sufficiently small object located at this first contour line area, no
holograms will be made.

Alternatively, if the location of the hologram

is completely within the area of anti-coincidence of the two patterns,
then,once again, there will be no net pattern recorded.
zeroth order, all frequencies are in coincidence.

Near the

Therefore, even white

light can form a distinct interference pattetn, such as in the case of

white light fringes of the Michelson interferometer.
Spatial Coherence - In all -previous cases,-we have assumed -that-the-

reference beam must always be a point source.

We can invoke the model

here to explain why it is unwise to do oth&rwise.

Consider using a

beam scattered from a piece of ground, glass as a reference

eam.

In

this case, the hologram exposed is equivalent to one which h t a-large
number of individual reference beams from a variety of slightly
different angles.

Each reference beam forms an interference pattern in

space slightly displaced from all the others.

If the hologram thus

recorded is later viewed with a point source, the image will appear to
be blurred due to a variety of angular orientation of our imaginary
mirrors.

If the spot size on the ground glass is sufficiently large,

the image can be blurred beyond recognition.

In the case of the white

light holograms, due to the close proximity of the hyperboloidal surfaces,
no hologram will be formed in the first place.

Laser Speckles - Anyone wHo has seen laser illuminated objects has
//'

noticed the speckled eff

,

a granular,appearance on the surface.

Furthermore, the size of the gra
from the surface.

ase ass one moves farther away

Our model will help to ex lain many of these observed

14
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properties.

Consider a projection screen illuminated by laser light.

Any pair

of points on this surface will form an interference pattern represented
by a family of hyperboloids in\space (Figure.2).

If vie walk across the

rooni*while'observing these two points, we walk across this pattern and
0

observe alternately bright and dark spots.
the coarser the pattern is.

The closer the two points are,

Also, the farther we are away from the points,

the greater is distance between bright and dark areas.

Since every pair

form with each other a unique interference pattern of varying spatial
frequencies and the illuminated area of the screen has a great number of
points, the result is random- distribution of a large number of different

hyperboloids.

Therefore, the granular appearance is inherent in the

nature of the light.

Additional characteristics contributed by the

defects of the eye will not be discussed here.

CONCLUSION
As is true with all models, our geometricytedel for holography must
break down at a limit.

This limit is the "thin" hologram.

A hologram

is considered "thin" when the separation between the hyperboloidal
surfaces exceeds the thickness of the emulsion.
model will start giving wrong answers.

At this point, our

For example, a thin reflection

hologram, according to the model, should give a white image when
illuminated in white light; while, in reality, no -image can be formed
this way.

Also, since there is no longer any Bragg effect, a trans-

ml.ssion hologram should also be given a white image if white light is
used for the reconstruction.

The fact is that the image will be

smeared in a continuous spectrum.

On the other hand, the model has

,provided us enough background up to now to begin using diffraction
theory for explaining holograms.

We can now consider a hologram as

45
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t.

a super

sition'of two dimensional gratings recorded on film due to a

mutual interference of the reference with the object beams (Figure 14).
By studying the properties of diffraction gratings, all- the propertieirk.r.
of a thin hologram can now be understood.
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CHAPTER IV

c
THE FOURIER DESCRIPTION

The previous chapter offered a-phrical model with which the
holographer can visualize what he,is doing in the laboratory.

Far

more elegant and useful is a formal undrstanding of holography.

This

involves a mathematical description mostly using Fourier analyiis,
and is well described in many excellent texts discussed in the last
chapter.

Heri, we wish to present a qualitative model with which an

instructor can discuss formalism with students in general and instill
into 'them an appreciation of the elegance and beauty of

pe:cal

science.

Through the study of holography,,,we can demonstrate how the scientist

operates between induction and deduction, between experience and formal
ideas, and the interaction between nature and the,mind.

We do sO

by demonstrating that.through physical observalion,we can come to a set
of formalisms which describes correctly what we
see.
o

Then, within the
41.

formal framework, we can work strictly on a mathematical
tical level, an
and

arrive at ideas that can be later translated back into phySical reality.
From the pedagogical and educational point of 7iew, this is''
singularly the most important message that holography can bring,
independent from its usefulness as an optical medium.

Froi.past

'experience,the theoretical model presented here can be appreciated both
by scientific and liberal arts students, independent Of-their'level of
mathematical understanding.

We shall not attempt to make calculations;

rather., we shall discuss how mathematics works for us and how it fits

into the scheme of things in scientific pursuit.

By using

'basic set

of holograms which can be constructed by the student or pur hased, the
ideas presented below can be made much more cogent and clea
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the presencatioiChere will'be in parallel withthe previous chapter,

but to accompliah,adifferent purpose'.

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUNDd..

Initially, students,will need to be reminded of the principle of
superposition, i.e. .in a linear system (a system which obeys Hookets
las), 'anY complex periodic wave can,be constructed by taking the sum
of pure sine waves of definite frequencies, amplitudes, and phase
rela,pionships.

Consider the sine wave of Figure la
(also called a Folirier spectrum),

.

Its frequency spectrum

as shown in Figure tb , consists',of a

o

zero frequency ("dc") component of amplitude A(f0)=1, and single sine,

funetkenoiemplAtude A(f&ah---Enetherwort
.ti

,

I

f (x) = 1 + sin (27fix).

Next consider Figures 2a

and 2b

.

'These represent a "beat note"

which is obtained bi adding two sine waves of diffetent frequencies.
If the curve f(x) is not symmetrical with'respect to the florizontal
QP

axis, it merely mean that there is a "dc" component 4f0).

Analyticall

-

f(x) .r= A(f0) + A(f1) sin (affqx) + A(f2)'Sin.(2uf2x).
It can be shown that the square wave of ,Figut,e,3a

can be obtained'by

0
°

summing all the sine waves designated in the Fourier spectrum (Figure 3b
The instructor can actually draw a few of the sine waves on the chalkboard
and add the amplitudes together point by point to prove this.
line of Figure 3a

is the center of symmetry of th

amplitude is represented in Figure

3b

The dotted";

wive, ,and its

as the "dc" component. The fo

component is the "fundamental" of f(x), 3f0 is the third "harmonic"
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(or third order), etc.
present.

For a regular square wave, only odd harmonics are

The dotted line on Figure

is the envelope of the spectrum

3b

which depends on the ratio between the widths'of the top and thekottom
N z

of a cycle.

The process of finding the frequency spectrum of a given complex. wave

is called Fourier analysis, and,the corresponding process of finding the
complex wave from a given set of sine and/or cosine waves is called'
Fourier synthesis.

To attain a rigorous understanding of holography,

detailed knowledge of this branch Wmathematics is required.

However,

for beginning students, it suffices to understand what has been presented
above.

For more advanced students, the spectrum of a single pulse can be
lb

discussed.

This can be considered as a periodic wave with an infinite
.0.04

period.

The spectrum consists of a-continuous distribution of-frequencies;

f(x) is a Fourier integral. summing all frequencies of givee amplitudes

and phases, i.e., f(x) is a Fourier transform of A(f)

PHYSICAL DEMONSTRATION

Having provided the above background, a physical demonstration can

now beOr.

The material,, involved consists of a sine grating, a "beat"

grating, awn alCernating bar replica grating, a Gabor zone plate, and a
.

hologram of a three-dimensional scene.
1.

The sine grating.

The arrangement shOwn in Figure 4a

used to make the sine grating.

is

A laser beam is split into two components

and then recombined at an angle E) to one another on a sheet of photographic
film or plate.

The,intensity of the interference pattern across the plate

0

.\
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\
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has a sinussoidial distribution, essentially the same as that caused by
a Lloyd mirror or a Fresnel biprism.

The spatial frequency increases with

the angle E) between the beams according to f = ssin

0

where X is the

X

,4,,\
,

wavelength of the light.

If the laser beam were split into three

components, and the third component is recombined with the first two,
4

as shown by the dotted lirre in Figure 4a

not be significantly changed.

,

the igilrference pattern would

Since the film does not "know" whether this

component is present or not, the diffraction pattern frRm it has a
symmetrical order on each side.
will be different.

(If the emulsion is thick, the situation

This point will be discussed later.)

the complex conjugate of the other.

One is called

This sine grating can be said to

be a hologram of a parallel beam of light, or of a point object located
--

at infinity, since the reconstructed wavefronts are the same as those

4
used to expose the plate.

The basic principle illustrated is that the Fraunhofer diffraction
pattern represents the Fourier analysis of ohe diffracting aperture, in
our case a grating or a hologram.

If we plot the transmittance (fraction

of light energy transmitted) versus distance across the sine grating, the
curlie would look like Figure la

a pure sine wave having a certain

,

number of cycles per millimeter ( spatial frequency).
such a _wave has only one Fourier compon

of parallel and monochromatic light

As discussed above,

t; plus a "dc" term.

When a beam

diffracted by this grating, it can

be seen that the diffraction pattern consists of an undeviated beam (the
'()"dc" component) plus one order of diffraction on. each side (Figure
2.

The beat grating.

4b

The diffraction pattern from a beat grating

further demonstrates this principle.
case is represented by Figure 2a'

.

The transmittance curve in this

Asexpected, the diffraction pattern

C

of this grating consists of two beams on each side of the "dc" beam,

represented bx Figure 2b. .The beat grating is made in the same manner
as the sine grating, with the addition of another Object beam from a
different-angle.

The

pa4ern on the grating is just a superposition of

two sine gratings of different frequencies.

If more than two object

beams are, used, the beat pattern on the film gets more complex and the

diffraction pattern from it merely reconstructs all the object beams.
Furthermore, the object beams do not have to be in the same plane.
In the foregoing description, which holds for- an arbitrarily small

area in an arbitrarily thin emulsion, the film is performing a Fourier
----e

synthesis while being exposed, i.e., it adds together the individuai4
sine waves caused by the interference between the reference and the object
'beam(s).

The result is s complex periodic wave pattern.

When mono-

chromatic parallel light is incident on the processed film, Fourier

analysis takes place and the light is spread into a configuration
similar to that used to make the exposure.

This is the process of

t

6

wavefront reconstruction.
Technically, one can say that the hologram is 'the Fourier transform

of an object function; the diffraction pattern of the hologram is the

Fourier transform of the grating function; therefore, the diffraction
pattern from the hologram is the Fourier transform of the FOurier
transform of the object function, i.e., the object.

However: this is

more easily said than understood and care should be exercised by the
instructor so that the students don't merely substitute,this statement
for understanding.

S",
vo
ti
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3.

It follows

The standard diffraction grating. (A Ronchi ruling.)

that if a square wave intensity pattern (alternating opaque and trans.

parent bars) is desired on the film, One could obtain it by bringing. together

many object beams of correct amplitudesfrom.predetermined angles.

This

is not done because there are easier ways of making such a grating.
The familiar diffraction pattern then shows the spectrum of this wave.
Thus, such a grating can be said to be a hologram of many point objects
at infinity.

It should also be realized now that, in principle, we can

.make a grating whose diffraction pattern looks like anything we wish.

So far we have concentrated only on point objects at infinity
(parallel beams).

The same ideas hold when the objects are nearithe film
4

(divergent beams).
4.

The Gabor zone plate.

For simplicity, consider the interference

pattern formed on the film by using the configuration shown in Figure

Here, the object beam of Figure 5a

has traversed a lens and focused

at a point.- This is equivalent Zo having light Coming from a point
object nearby.

Notice that the angle, and therefore the spatial

frequency, is dependent on the location on the film.

spatial frequency on top of the film (Figure 5a

)

For example, the

is fa = sin 01

and

X

gradually decreases to f2 = sin

at the bottom.

Thus, the pattern

X

subtends a finite bandwidth.
.

Imagine for

moment that the film is an infinite vertical lane,

the light from the point object is isotropic, and the plane reference
wave covers the entire film.

Then there is cylindric

symmetry about

a horizontal axis, and whose radial spatial object (dotted line, Figure
The diffraction pattern on the film would be an infinite set of concentric
rings, centered on the axis, and whose radial spatial frequency increases.
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with the radius.

Since our actual film'subtends, a small off-axis

section, the actual pattern formed on it is an off-axis section of the above
If these rings were an alternatingly opaque and transparent set,

set.

they would form an ordinary Fresnel Zone plate.

However, this set

,sinusoidal in character, and it will be given the name Gabor zone plate.
The reconstructed wavefront froth this plate is shown in Figure
One way to explain this, pattern is as follows:

Consider an area on the

film small in dimension compared to'the distance from it to the objeA
point.

/

During the exposure, both the reference beam and an element of

the Abject beam arriving at this area can be considered to be parallel.
Thus, locally, the interference pattern on the film is a pure sine wave.
In the reconstruction, light impringing on any part of the processed
film will have only one order of diffraction.

However, the higher,

frequency regions have a larger dispersion, diffracting light to a larger
angle.

Therefore, light diffracted off'the top of this grating diverges

more ,than that diffracted from the bottom ofthe grating.

By cylindrical

symmetry, half of the diffracted light will converge to a point, forming
a real image of the original point, while the other half diverges and
forms a virtual image of the same point.

Photographically, an object can be considered as,a set of point
sources of light located at yarious disbances from the film.

If a

three-dimensional figurine is substituted for the point object and
illuminated by laser light, each point on it will reflect light onto
the film and form a system of rings described above.

The film would
\\,

add together, or integrate, wall the sets formed by each point on the

object, i.e., the interference pattern formed is the superposition of
all individual sets.

In the reconstruction) each set of rings forms a

4

real and 'virtual image of a point, thus creating in total a real and

111.
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virtual image of the entire object.
5.

the hologram.

At this point, an actual hologram of a three-

dimensional scene can be shown.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPACE AND TIME DOMAINS IN INFORMATION THEORY
For those who are familiar with radio theory, it should be realized
at this time that it is strikingly similar to the theory of holography.
,Although radio is a time.dependent wave phenomenon and holography is

space dependent, both are described by the same communication theory.
The almost trivial mathematical difference between the two is that one
operates in the time domain (having t as a variable):whiletthe other
operates in the space domain (having r(x,y,z) as a variable) of the
Fourier transform theory.

To illustrate this point, let Us enumerate some phenomena exhibited
in radio and relate them one by one to holography.'

I. 'Bandwidth.

As described previously, a hologram has in general

a continuous range of spatial frequencies.

The bandwidth of the

arrangethent shown in Figure 5a is sin ON < f < sin O1

.

For a three-

X

diwnsional object, the bandwidth depends on the eRerime angles between
the reference beam and the rays from various parts of the_object as they
intersect on the film.

Therefore, for a given reference beam direction,

the bandwidth of the system increases with the physical dimensions and
the proximity of the object and the film.
2.- Noise.

StOtio in radio is well known.

The spatial equivalence

is the smudgy appearance, the whirls and rings that can be seen on a
hologram surface Which have no relation to the pertinent information
recorddd.

They are caused by the diffraction of dust particles and

dirty' spots oil mirrors or lenses used in making the hologram.

O
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,Filtering.

3.

A narrow bandpass filter can be used in radio to

eliminate the noise in the carrier.
holography.

Consider Figure 6

.

Similarly, this can be done in
A parallel laser beam is refleCted by a

dirty mirror and then focused through.a dirty lens.

The unscattered beam

converges to a point of typically a few microns in diameter at the focal
A

plane.

The imagesof the dust particles, however, will occur at the

conjugate foci, not coincident with the focal point.

Therefore, a

simple pinhole located at the focal point will selectively pass the
original parallel beam and stop the noise.

A meaningful demonstration on a dark field illumination in
microscopes can be done using the simple arrangement shown in Figure

7

In this case, instead of the narrow bandpass filter described above, a
narrow bandstop filter, i.e., a small blackened pinhead, is used.

the

laser beam is first diverged by a microscope objective and rendered
parallel again with a larger lens.

The object (a fine wire mesh, for

example) is placed in the larger beam.

The next lens converges the

undiffracted "dc" "beam into a point, which is blocked out by the
pinhead.

The diffracted light, hbwever, is focused at the screen,

placed at the conjugate focal plane to the object.

An image of the

object will then be seen without the bright direct light.

By carefully

moving the pin along the optical axis of the system, phase reversal
can be seen as various orders of diffraction are cut -off.
4.

Fidelity., The amplifier and speaker system in radio is

considered "Hi-Fi" if it has a wide passband without distortion.
is also true in optics.

A 1

This

ger lens ias better resolution (fidelity)

than a sma 1 one because it gathers a larger number of orders of

,r_

diffra:4on (more harmonics) from the object and recombines them at
the focal point.

The lower limit of resolution is realized when the
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aperture is so small that only the "dc" component gets through, which
carries no information.

The lens here is performing a Fourier synthesis and

a Fourier analysis all at once.

The.size of the hologram, then, determines to a great extent the
or

ultimate resolution of the image.

Although every piece of a hologram

gives a complete view of the object, the resolution decreases with the
decrease in dimension of the piece - because the bandwidth is being
narrowed.

When a piece is small enough, only the "dc" component can

come through.

This point can be*demonstratej by directly covering

a hologram with a black card with various sizes of holes in it_and
observing the image through the individual holes.
5.

E codin

.

A radio message can be "scrambled" by giving an

aux liary modulation to the carrier.

The same can be done to a

'holo ram by inserting a very irregular piece of glass in the path of
reference beam during.exposure.
warped.

The plane reference wavefront'is

In viewing the finished hologream with a plane wave, the

image is "scrambled."

However, if the same piece of glass is used

in the, reconstruction, the true image of the object is recovered.
6.

Sideband suppression and multiplexing.

has two sidebands.

A sinusoidal carrier

A radio channel can be multiplexed by modulating

each sideband independently.

How this can :ake place in holography

Will be explained in two steps.
(a)

Sideband suppression.

Figure

8

depicts a more realistic

picture of a hologram construction because it shows the emulsion having
a finite thickness.
of about 6p..

For example, 8E75 plates have emulsion thickness

For simplicity, consider two waves interacting on the

emulsion as shown, where the dotted lines indicate the crest,of the
waves.

On the surface a sinusoidal diffraction pattern occurs with

El 6

ti
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antinodes located at lines (into the drawing) where the crests meet.
On the plane immediately behind the surface the same pattern occurs
but is slightly shifted upwards.

As the waves travelrough the emulsion,

nodal planes are formed, as shown by the heavy diagonal lines.

I

When the

emulsion is exposed and processed, these darkened planes behave as
venetian blinds and suppress one of the sidebands.

The effectiveness of

the suppression depends on the emulsion thickness and density after
development.

If the plane, object beam is substituted by a three-

dimensional object, and a hologram is made, the real image is suppressed,
but not lost.

By turning the hologram backward, which reverses the

direction of the blinds, the real image can be projected onto a screen
and the virtual image is suppressed$.

In practice, this can be done

easily by illuminating the backward hologram with a narrow laser beam.
The small spot of the hologram "used causes a sacrifice in resolution,

but depth of field is gained in the projected image.
(b)

Multiplexing.

During construction, the once exposed photoplate

can be turned upside down and a different object is used for another
exposure.

In this way, each sideband is modulated separately and the

_
1#

4--...

,..;Y,

,

.

.,,
,

finished hologram will show two completely unrelated pictures, depending
on its orientation with respect to the illumination.

To avoid (cross-

er

talk), the angle between the referenCe beam and the object beam should

be sufficiently large and the physical dimensions of4Ohe object should

be 7fficiently.small.
two scele

(\

must not &rerlap.)

At this point,we ca
r

(In other words, the frequency domains of the

tilize the fact that the space domain has

three dimensions, wher_as thetime domain has only one.

When one looks

out at night through a square mesh wire screen window at.a street lamp,
one sees a diffraction pattern reseMbling a.cross-- there. are many orders

of diffraction both in the vertical and the horizontal directiQns.
.

A

4

r
tit.

/
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because the screen is a two-dimensional,squate wave,

which has many Fourier components.

If the transmittance of the screen

had been sinusoidal in both directions,

there would be a total of four

sidebands, located symmetrically around the lamp.

This means that

after the initial exposure during a hologram construction, the photo'

plate can be rotated 90 deg. at a time until for completely eifferent
scenes are recorded, one on each sideband.

In fact, any nufeer of

41.

independent scenes can be recorded in principle by making a smaller
rotation on the photoplate after each exposure, the limit being the
overexposure of the\-e4u1sion and the occurrence of cross -talk between
adjacent scenes.

Overexposure, however, can be remedied to a degree

by bleaching the finished hologram in potassium ferricyanide or
mercuric chloride, changing the "amplitude hologram" into a "phase,
hologram."

The latter is similar to a transparent grating having'on

it a pattern of variations in thickness and/or index of refraction.
7.

Tube characteristic versus film characteristic.

Everyone

is, to a degree, familiar with the characteristic curve of vacuum
N

'',tubes and how it affects the transmission of information in radio.

A strikingly similar consideration occurs in holography.
shows the characteristic curve of a typical emulsion.

Figure ,9

We can consider

the reference beam as a "dc bias", which exposes the emulsion uniformly

to thecenter of the linear region of the curve (vertical dotted line)
and the object beam as a modulation.

For a given emulsion, the total

exposure as well as the ratio between the intensities of the reference
and object beams must be correct in order to transmit the strongest
signal without distortion.

For 8E75, the correct intensity ratio

between the reference and the object beams Aliapproximately 6
depending on the bandwidth and other factors to be discussed later.
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If the film is overexposed or overmodulated, higher harmonics can
be demonstrated if a hologram is made with a small reference beam
angle relative to the object.

The result is that second and third

order diffraction can be seen, showing non-linear response.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE
The preceding demonstrations sufficiently show that the Fourier
description fully applies to holography.

At this point, independent.

of the background of the students, it is fruitful to both show and
discuss how one might obtain physical ideas from pure theory.

-

It is

both dramatic and informative here if thd instructor arbitrarily pulls
out some mathematical theorems from arty standard text on the mathematics
of Fourier analysis.

For simplicity,-following is a one-dimensional

pair of Fourier transforms where x denotes the distance across a one,

dimensional hologram and w is the spatial frequency in units of lines
per meter.

r
f(x) =
/2-17T

A(w) =

1

A(w)e

do

dx

f(x)e

This theory is developed well over a century ago and we wish to
show that it applies to our present subjects.

We proceed by arbitrarily

selecting theorems derived from this transformed pair an ,aMc the follow111

ing question:

What does
this mean physically?
o

Take the First Shift4Rule:. If A(x)

f(x),

then f(x-b) -4

e

ibl

A(x).

Physically, this means that if x is changed by a constant distance, b,
the Fourier transform (in the frequency domain) the function is not at all
changed except by a phase factor.

If the transform is squared, which

represents intensity rather than amplitude.,' the phase factor drops out,

71
leaving the function A2(w) unchanged.

This can be physiCally

demonstrated by moving a sine grating across a beam in a direCtion /-
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strictly perpendicular to the lines on the grating, and show that
the diffraction pattern on the screen is not at all changed.

This

idea resulted in a very useful application in RCA's Selecta-Vision

#

system which uses holography to record television programs.

Essentially, a sequence of holograms is made of
sequential frames of a standard motion picture.

corresponding
The projected

image from the hologram will be completely stationaiy so long as a
lasei beam is scanning across a 'iven hologram.

As it jumped to the

next hologram, the image is abruptly changed and then again remains
stationary until the next hologram is scanned.- This means that the
holographic record can be transported at constant speed, unlike
motion pictures, which require beam chopping and uneven motion.

Another illustrative example is the ConvolutionTheorem:
A1(w) and'f2(x)

If fl (x)

then

fi(T)f (x-T)dT
2

j-27 A (LOA (w)
2

Thus when one function.is convolved with another, it is
equivalent to a simple product of their transforms in frequency space.
0

Figure 10a shows an application of this idea.

If an object is located

behind a highly warped piece of,glass and a hologram is formed this way,
the subsequent viewing of the h'l
image.

ram will yield only the deformed

We here illustrate the convolution between the light arriving

from the object with the screen.
\process of de-convolution.

The image can be retrieved by a

This 1.s accomplished by projecting the

I

reference beam precisely backwards through the hologram (Figure 10b)4..41
The diffracted light goes backward through the warped glass, which
decodes the image and 'forms an undistorted image on a screen located

at the position of the original object.
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The preceding are but two simple examples of this.

The student

will be highly enlightened if he goes further and Checks on other
theorems to find physical meanings.

Indeed, it can become a game,

if one takes an electronic text and substitutes at the location of
the time variable with a space variable and tries to conjure the
physical meaning arrived from this change.

The existence of the symmetry between the time and space domain
in information theory is not accidental.
fact, of the way in which waves behave.

It,ts pait and parcel, in
And all these ideas have

been summarized in a nutshell over a hundred years ago by James Maxwell.

Indeed, the physics of communication systems, whether they operate in

the time or space &Tains, are derivable from the basic Maxwell
equatidns.

The realization and the appreciation that the human

mind can perform such grand analysis and synthesis is Afficientl`to put religion into holography.

4.

r
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CHAPTER V
Material Requirements

The title of this chapter implies that what follows will be merely
a list of hardware and software.

Actually, a detailed understandin

embodies an inelNitible/amount of physics from the theory and operation
of mirrors and lenses

o the quantum theory of the laser.

Minimally

the student needs to uderstand the simple theories of reflection, refraction,
and'simple lenses.

More advanced studies involve polarization, the electro-

magnetic theory of reflection and transmission from dielectric and metallic
surfaces, operation of the laser, as well as the chemical processes involved
in developing the film.

One of the greatest inducements to include holography in the science
curriculum is its low,cost.

A great deal can be done with a total budget
k

For schools that already possess a suitable laser,

of approximately $250.'

a budget of $150 will suffice, to start a program in holography.

Furthermore,

t

the material listed below is easily obtainable and can'be assembled with
minimal skill, using common tools.

,e2

On the other extreme, sophisticated components are now available which
can exhaust any- budget.

The philosophy in this writing will be to

emphasize the Inexpensive methods.

Assuming that once money is availaiiie,

one canalways easily educate himself to spend it.
As is usually the case, greater expense does net insure proportionate
success.

For example', a simple lindowpane variety glass makes a better

beam splitter than a host of much more expensive items.

Much depends on
-at

the ingenuity and the depth of understanding in the function of each
component.
A

What follows is a basic list of material ,required, with some general
emphasis on minimal requireintnt and expense;

75
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General Hardware

For a sandbox system; most optical components can be mounted by

attaching them with modeling glue to 2-inch diameter PVC pipes Ttainable
For systems with a hard-

from construction companies or hardware stores.

surfaced table, it is useful to have a good collection of rods, clamps,
right-angle clamps, and stands.

9
Vibration-Isolated Table
A low cost, versatile holographic table can be constructed by using.

finch thick plywood (or any well-aged lumber), and construct a 6 x 8-inch
deep box.

The other dimensions might be 2 x 3 feet or 3 x 4 feet.

In

general, it should not be larger than what can go through a lecture room
L--or laboratory room door2 but large enough to ace
used.

odate the laser to be

In general, this type of system should not exceed 5 feet in either

dimension because stability will begin to buffer.
This table is then filled with white silica sand, 5 to 6 inches deep.

This type of sand'is'Onerally used for ash trays and is obtainable from
construction companies or your janitor.
Underneath this sand-filled box should 'be two to fou'r 12 to 20-inch

diameter. inner tins inflated to their normal sizes.
or home tractor inner tubes and are available

They are go -cart

om NAPA dealers as well

as Sears Roebuck & Company.
For general versatility,' this whole system -\inner tube and sandbox 4

can rest on a movable laboratory table so that it can be wheeled from
lecture demonstrations,into laborAtories.

One of the greatest advantages in using the sand system is that

4
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almost all the components 4o be used in it will be mountedon PVC pipes
This avoids scroungers

and will not be useful for any ocher purposes.
that are abundant in every scien

department.

However, an equally suitable and generally more useful table can be

constructed by resting on inner tubes, as men4onedbelore, any type of
hard and strong surfaces.
slabs.

I is ihcludes steel plates or even cement

In general, mass and rigidity are desired.

For this type of

table, components can be mounted on rods and clamps for height adjustment.

On the other hand, PVC pipes used on the sand table will hold their
position easily, at any angle, s,i,nce the inside is filled wit i sand.

Laser

Although laserp are now obtainable with outputs in any visible color,
the time-tested lowest cost and highest reliability laser is the helium
,1,47

neon (HeNe) laser.

The cost starts from $110 and up.

Although the

lowest cost one will make simple holograms, the general rule is that
.

the greater the output, the greater variety of holography can be performed.
In general,

specsky a laser which operates if! the TEM00 or uniphase mode.

This can be checked by passing the red light from the laser through any
type of simple lens and observe the enlarged spot on a screen.

There

should be a well-defined round spot with the highest intensity at the
middle and a smooth decrease toward the edge.

Move the lens slightly
k

to discern dust diffraction patterns from the beam structure.

The laser

should be rejected if it has a dark spot ingthe middle or if the beam
consists of several spots.

Lasers of this type can be obtained with polarized or unpolarized
outputs.

If a choice is available, the polarized output is generally

more useful; although either type will make holograms.

Front Surface Mirrors
Only front surface mirrors should by used for holography.

If a

bathroom -type mirror is used, the,front surface will reflect a portion of

light as well as the back surface, causing two beams which interfere

In general, a minimal system requires two small (below

th each other.

1 x 1 inch) and one large (4 x 5-inch) mirror.
The quality of their surfaces is important and can be checked simply.,

With a beam expanded by any lens, reflect it fp a distant screen with the
mirror under test.

The diffraction patterns caused by dust and scratches

on the lens or the mirror can be discerned readily by slightly moving the
tw6 Omponerlts.

There should not be additional diffraction pattern
It

observed as mottled patterns, caused by scattering of the surface.

The mirrors can be mounted oh PVC pipes or glued to a metal plate on
which threaded rods can be attached.

Beam Splitter

rturprisingly versatile beam splitter is a piece of double weight
windowpane glass.

It reflects approximately ten percent of light incident

at 45° and transmits most of the restot..By using a sufficient thickness,
the two reflections from the two surfaces will give' well separates]
laser beams.

The weaker one can be sacrifiCed by blocking it off.

This glass, which need not be much bigger than 2 x 2 inches, can be again
el

mounted either on a PVC ,pipe or held in a lens holder.

Commercially a

great variety of beam .splitters are available in the forms of cubes,

segmented discs, graduated discs, and cemented polarizing crystals.

78
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Film Holder

For film below 4 x 5 inches, it can be held between'glass plates

equal or larger in size and clampedat the edge with black steel paper
clamps obtainable from stationery stores.

For a san

two glass plates used should be larger than the

ox system,"the

so that the extra

glass can be directly stuck into the sand for positioning.

For hard-

surfaced tables, the clamp's, when moved to the bottom of the glass

can serve as stands to hold the film vertical.

To make larger holograms

0*

on film, vacuum platens are required.

Lenses

To spread out the beam so that it-covers an object to be illuminated
or a piece of film, positive or negative lenses can be used.

Since we

desire generally to spread the beam; out in a minimal distance, lenses

with the shortest foci lengths are desired.
concave lenses with

For low cost systems, double

1 diameter and focal, length can be used.

For

more sophisticated systems, microscope objectives with powers of
4

10 or 20 are suitable.

In general, at least two lenses are required for

each system.

Spatial Filter

In general, all optical components have dust or scratches on them.

This causes laser light to diffract, resulting in noticeAblepatterns
in the beam. .Althouth th'

does not prevent one from making a hologram,

it does cause spatial not
is used,

To

minimize this effect, a positive lens

ith a suitable pinhole located at the focal point.

cuts off a]I

The latter

ttered light and permits only the direct beam originated

from the laser to go through,

For learning) purposes this device is not

V - 6

necessary initially, but becomes desirable when quality in the final
hologram becoMes crucial.

Most commercially available spatial filt rs use a combination of a
10-X or 20-X microscope objectivesin combination with a 20 or 10 micron
pinholes, respectively.

In general, the microscope objective is moved

with a micrometer along the beam direction while the pinhole is
microscopically positioned in the other two directions.

Diffuser

For even illumination of Large scenes and for the artistic effect
of soft' lighting, a diffuser in the form of a 4 x 5-inch piece of ground
or opal glass is used.

Once thebeam has been expanded by a lens to a

diameter exceeding one centimeter, it can then be diffused to illuminate
a large area.

In general, the larger the spot size on the diffuser, the

smoother the illumination will be on the object.

Shutter
AP

For exposures ofA-second or longer, the most effective shutter

is apiece of black cardboard.

It can be used by placing it directly

in front of the laser\while the film is being positioned, and manually
operated during the exposure.' For shorter exposures, commercially

available electronic shutters can be Used or, if available,a focal
plandshg,ter camera body can be used.

In the later case, provisions

should be made so that the shutter is mounted not on the holographic table,

4
but directly on the;table that supports the entire system.

Expendable Material
OP

Expendable materials used for holography include film and processing

c'0
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chemicals. .Film is advotated'over plates for educational purposes
because it can be cut conveniently into small pieces for testing purposes.

Although emulsion ooated on glass plates is

available, they are in

general more expensive and cannot beccut easily.

The film used for reflectiOn holograms must be without antihalation backing (8E75NAH).

On the other hand, transmission holograms

0
are best made with anti-halation (8E75AH, 10E75AH, 20E76AH).

If one is

confined economically to purchase only one type of film, the non-anti-

Niplation one (8E75NAH) is the choice because it can make any tylie of
hologram.

All processing chemicals are available in photographic supply
outlets with the exception of mercuric chloride, which can be purchased
from chemical supply houses.

Support Facilities

Holography should be performed in an interior room which can be
darkened and without excessive cross ventilation.

If water is not

available; exposed film can be placed inside an opaque box and carried
into another room for processing.

In the event that there is strong.
o

cross-current caused by the ventilation system, shrouds should be placed
atound the holog
plastics.

phic table in the form of curtains with cloth or

The support for this shroud can be constructed with 2 x4's

and should not touch the holographic table.

"

Other Supporting Equipment

The following items are,desirable, but not absolutely necessary:
(1)

Lightmetee. Glissents "luna-pro" is most highly Tecommended.

It has the greatest range of sensitivities, suitable with-the smallest
or the biggest lasers.

Other light meters can.be used if they Zan

register light reflected fnom the object to be holographed.
1

°
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(2)

Green safe light.

A green safe light can be fashioned by

covering a desk lamp with a green gel and operated from an auto-

,

(3)

Piece of polaroid for checking the, polarization of the'laser

O

light.
(4)

Two

nylon cord or string for measuring beam path

lengths.
(5)

PhotOgraphic processing trays.

If these are,not vai able,

glass beakers will suffice for small holograms.
11

(6)

Photographic prongs and film clips for holding onto the film

while processing and hanging them up for dryinf.
(7)

A photographic squeegee for fast removal .ofoyater from the

processed hologram.
(8)

.(9)

A hair dryer for quick drying of the,processed hologram.
A microscope illuminator or a spot'white light source for

viewing reflection holograms.
(10) Rubber glovesoTor handling the flip during processing.

Sample Shopping List
For the-,convenience of starting a holographic program with a

minimum budget the following

g list" is offered.

material. can be substituted if it is already available.

that specific mention of vendors will not permit bidding.

Equivalent
It is true
On the

other hand, those named below, to the knowledge of the author,
fering the lowest price.

for the items described.

re '

In several cases they are the only sources,

REcUIRELEI:T

VI=OR ADDR:3S
::eon laser
(Unipl'aqe output)

Spectra-Physics

1

CATALOGUE #

FRICK

TOTAL COST

Eod. 155

115.00

115.00

1250 'Jest i'dddlefield Rd

Eountain View, CA 94040
:.irror (front:

2

Edmund Scientific Co.
430 Edscorp 31dc.
Barrin:ton, :T,7- 02007

surfaced), 25y.:
'11-irror (frent-pi.r2ace,:)
11."'x

1

30,286

4.75

40,042

3.00

3..-0o

°L' 440

.80

1.6a

94,496
2148

1.50

1.5o

1.75

1.75

0°/,C;

1.05,

7,"

Lens :5mF.,dia., -41m,f.l.

ft

2

.

t1

(3d'I., -327m f."1-.-1

rbte
4" x 5"

Hardware

3

r7:3 pipe, 3" dia. x 10'

Plubinc

Holo

Integraf
T.C. Box 586
Late Forest, IL 60045

--7,75 ;LH

x 1" roll

5'
,

)tore

21:7 ) 1:Ali

.0

1

1 17:1.

3ilica sand

2000.

30.00

10.00
30.00

F,E75 1:LH

30.00

3.00

'10.00

1O"

Irocessin,
(sec ippendix I)

Orr.7

upPlier

Ca7F.era Store

20.00

each

5.00

Construction company

Wood, 1" thick, sufficient
to rake 3' x 4' box

0.00
15.00

TOTL

';248.40 ir

L
Table No. 1
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CHAPTER VI
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-

Preliminary Experiments.

The following preliminarylexperibents accomplish two major purposes.
"2/ "'
rirstly, they allow the student to famiti arize himself with the system

he is about to use, its tolerance to vibration and other environmental
factors, the characteristic and limitation of the laser being used, and
the Imaking of the most elementary but useful type of holograms.

Secondly,

he is induced to perform.a set of experiments that involve-basic exercises

physics students hay been traditionally required to perform.

These in-

clude the use of the Michelson interferometric technique to check the
dimens

syste

al stability of, and the environmental effects on the holographic
;

the measurement of the so-called coh4ence length of the laser
,!.

by measuring the frequency difference between two adjacent frequencies
tatted simultaneously by the helium neon laser (this equivalent ex-

periment was traditionally done using the sodium D lines and a Michelson

e

interfer.pmeter); and the making of diffraction gratings using holographic
techniques.
.

Theilast item allows the students to make gratings with

higher resolving powef than immediately obtainable from traditional ruling
techniques used to produce them:

Michelson Interferometer
p.

For convenience, let us

p a standard set of notations
0,

for optical components use

in

ing our exMiiments and fOr making

holograms.

4,

I

5
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z
Front surface mirror

- Lens

BeaM splitter

Ground. glass

+ Lens

Pinhole

_

.HOlogram, or film

Laser

.

In performing experiment's in thiA, chapter, the pinhole is op tUtpal and the

ground glasswill not be used.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram for checking the dimensional
Since the

stability and the response of your syftem to the environment.

laser is the most vulnerable and usually the most expensive piece of
equipment in the system, it, should be p-naled with utmost care.
I-e ?
tZ Abe4%,

should be situated first on the systeMri

It

Or

such a way that it is unlikely
.

\

,

,

7

to be touched in subsequent activities. In case a sandbox system is used,

thAaser should be set on top of a board.

Never allow the beam td cross

over the top. of the laser because the heat wales will move it.

For wits

that have open vents which leak incoherent light from the laser tube,
covers should not be placed directly on top because it would cause over,

heating.

But rather, a shroud should be made to direct the heat awa)i.

fromhthe table, yet, shielding .the light from the rest of the system.

In

order that a great portion of the table is tested, the distances between
the beam spiitter a

o'mirrdrs should cover a greater portion of

the table and should be equalized within a few millimeters:
//

distances can be measured with a meter stick or a string.

These

II,

The basic

technique in obtaining an interference pattern on a screen or ,a piece of
4

whi.re paper across the room Iknvolve

first placing the beam'splitter

(plate glass) at a 45° angle relative to the incident beam so that there
10

will.be reflected' and transmitted-beams making approxi

tely 90° with'

4k

4

..,

g
41'

'

4

1

.0"
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eich other.

Next, place the two mirrors at equal distances from the beam

splitter and direct them in such a way thatrthe light returns from each
mirror meeting at a common point on the beam splitter.
two beams then will meet on the screen.

.Parts of these

ItNwill be noticed that there,

are more than two spots because of the two surfaces on the beam splitter.
Merely ignore-spots other than the brightest one from each of the two
mirrors.

The lens, which can be positive or negative, .can then be placed

at ,the location shown.

The, diffraction pattern consisting of almost

.straight red And black lines will appear on the screen.
One precaution that should be taken is 'that light from the mirrors

should not be directed-at the beam splitter in such a way that some will reenter the laser.

result because

Thstability in the amplitude of the laser output will
f this feedback.
,

.

4-

For the, system to be usatle for making holograms it is absolutely
0
necessary that this interference fringe pattern observed should V4
4',

e,

stationary.

If, for exampre, a dark line is observed to move either,

slowly or quickly into

location of a red line, it is equivalent to the

complete destructiodvof a pattern being recorded on film latet.

For a
v,

system supported by inner tubes as.suggeste40 a Kovious chapter, these
fringes should be'stati,onary. If not, ldok for mechanical shopecircuits
suchCas having a hard object leaning against the table from the support.
By touching 4le

table one tan observe fr.i.nge movement and the drip.

it taei for this movement to subside.
your system.

This is the relaxation time of

Subsequently, each time you,touch the table, you must wait

'at least through this period of:time before ma ing hologiaphic exposures.

Next, walk around the room and. see if.yoursmovement induces vibration

A

\
,

in the system.

.

.

In addition, observg the effect of the movement of air

88.

C,

vi.
you created either through your motion or the ventiration.

Placing a

hand under one of the beams, you can demonstrate the effect of heat
x

waves on the fringe stability.

Observe also whether or not, after the

tt

fringes have been shifted due to induced motion, they return to the
same location on the.screen.

If they do not or if the fringes are

slowly moving across the screen, never returning to their orfrtnal
4

positicl, it means that the system is continuously deforming.

Such a

4

system will not make holograms, or at its best will make only poor holograms.

The introduction of anadditional number of inner tubes underneath usually
improves this condition.

Coherence Length
With the basic set-up already-achieved, we now can ,proceed to measure
at

the se-called coherence length or the temperal coherence of the laser.
As

isl the case. with any resonant system, such as a vibrating.striy or.an
4

organ pipe, the laser is naturally capable of emitting more than one
frequency simultaneously..t In fact, this is unavoidable for the smallest
helium neon laser in'the market.
quencies.

They typically emit two to three fre-

The frequency difference can be calculated usingthe same

formula developed 1

vibrating string or the organ pipes.v.,
5

Af =

t

/ 2L

Heie,A1 is the-frequency difference between adjacent modes; t, the

velocity of the wave involved, in our case the velocity of light; and
L is the length of the cavity, which in our case is the distance between
the two mirrors inside the laser.

difference between adjacent

Thus,.for a 50 cm laser, the frequency

modest

approximately 300 MHz.

a9
1

S

.

For simplicity let us a1ume that your laser is emitting a beam
consist4ig of two frequencies differing by 300 MHz.

Each of these

frequencies is making an independent interference pattern on the screen.

In the event that thq two mirrors are preciselnqual in distance from
the beam splitter, the fringe pattern, on th*4screen will be precisely
the seine regardless of thefrequency.

Howevt if

the poiths were not

equal, there will be a case of-anti-coincidence where the bright line
6
[

from one set of fringes is located at the dark line of the other, re,

sulting in the complete disappearance or Low contrast in the observed
WI&

pattern.

This, in effect, means that you may have a perfectly stable

system and yet.make no holograms, because, in effect, each frequency in

your laser is making an independent hologram which crels out the other
0

one.

It is useful, then, to know how much tolerance your las

has,

CP

which ultimately determines how large an object you can use for the
scene in your hologram.
.46

The procedure for measuring this dbhIpence length isas folldws:,\

.st

Begin by moving both mrors very close to the beam splitterbut
with an; equal distance a s measured by a meter stick, thus obtaining a
0

high contrast set of fringes on the screen.

Now move one of the two
4

mirrors a centimeter at a time and stop to observe the fringecOntrait
each time.

As the difference in,thel paths increases, the loss of contrast
1

will bedome obvious.

Continue to move the mirror until the contrast is

maxim zed40*-oagain.

Operationally, you can define the total path

,difference as the coherence length of-your laser,' Since the be'am
a

passes from the beam splitter to the ihirror and back, the coherence
length is.thel2 equal to twice the net difference' in' mirror distances,
Alt

from the beam splitter.
.

90

If lasers of various lengths are available, a useful and instructive
experiment is to measure the relative coherent lengths among them and.
...compare them to the lengths if the laser cavities.

It should bear out

the fact that the longer the Isar, the shorter the coherence length.
Wei learn from this experience that in all our subsequent work in

which two beams are to interfere, the distance that they travel..beginnin

from the seam splitter, must te equalized to optimize the fringe

contr

Making Diffraction Gratings
;LAle

grating.

now proceed

make the simplest of all holograms - a diffraction

In doing so, we will be learning about exposure and processing
,

techniques that are common to all future expeAments.
Figure 6-2 shows a configuration for forming a so-called single sideband sine grating.

y directing two beams separated at a 45° angle onto

a holographic film, an interfer ncepattern in the form of parallel
straight linps'will be formed..

Assuming that 8E75 anti - halation film is us &d, we beti a by discussing
ehe technique of film handling.

-47

Since this emulsion has a sensitivity of approximately nO erg/cm2,
which is low compared to photographic film, 'it allows sufficient amount

Of room light present without being fogged.

Thus this film is suitable,

for lecture demonstrations where an instructor can construct holograms

in full vieof an 'audience, if proper safe lighting is.

ed.

Assuming that no sensitive (expensive) light det ctors are available,

1
our entire procedure Can be performed in, the followin

way.

completely darkened room and allow five to ten minute

for dark adaptation.

Enter a

ik

4

;
i

I

2.

If

r

NI.
O

.

9

4
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Then slowly turn up the voltage on a desk lamp by paving it connected to
an autotransformer, and direct`the light on the floor or at a distant
1%.

wan.

When the light level is reached so that one can barely see all

that goes on and without stumbling, it b safe for handling the 8E75
emulsion.

If ,a green gel is available, it can be used to cover the lamp.

In this case, aareat deal more light can be Used.

In case of doubt,

_place a piece of film on the holographic system and expose it to the
ambient light for ten minutes or so and develop it as if it were a

tKansmission hologram (Appenr I).

If after the fix but before the

bleach, this .film is visibly darkened when viewed against a bright

background, then the film has been fogged.

Otherwise, it should be

almost perfectly clear.

Under this condition, film can be cut and sandwiched between glass
plates held together with paper clamps.

Prior to its exposure the laser
(-11

should be warmed up for at least 1/2=hour and extrafleous beams reflected
P
J

from the second surface of the beam splitter should be cut off by
placing opaque cardboards at the desired locations.

For optimUM results,

a 50-50 beam splitter is desirable over plate glass, although the latter
will perform satisfactorily.

In these as well as in all future procedures,

the laser should never be turned off prior to exposure.

Instead, a black

cardboard should tie used"to cover the beam at the exit of the laser when
the film is put into position.
In making the exposure, the card is lifted off, the table but remains

blocking the beam through a relaxation time, and then the exposure is made.
C

This method is satisfactory for exposures 1/2-second and above,

To determine

the correct exposure, the well-known "setp-wedge" technique can be used.
of

It can be done, for example

1"

by making different exposures to several'
Z

9.3

O

T-

N
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small pieces of film, each time dolibling or halving the exposure time.
After pl'ocessing, the correct density and, therefore, exposure can bt
1J

chosen.

If I Ggssen Luna-Pro meter is available, a reading pf 14, when

aimed at the strongest direct beam from the location of the hologram
without the diffuser, indicates an exposure of one second.
one can extrapolate all other expoipres.
15 means .-second, etc.

With this,

Areading of 13 means 2 seconds,

Without the Luna-Pro but with 9ther meters, the

step - wedge' test can be performed for calibration.

If a neutral density

scale is available, it can be used to compare with your exposure to
determine what the density value of 1 appears to be.

Without this scale

tht optimized grating can be obtained experimentally by making different
exposures and observing the quality of the result by measuring the
&

diffraction efficiency of the subsequent grating.
After the final processing and drying, a direct laser beam can be
r--;

incident on the grating and A diffraction pattern would be observed on
a screen.

It should consist of a bright spot on one side and a dim one

on the other of the directly transmitted beam.

An optimized grating

can result in the, first order diffraction of at least one-half of the
light energy.

Further experiments can be performedby constructing Gabor gratings
as described in Chapter IV. This will effectively form a focusing difa

fraction grating and can be used to demonstrate the real and virtual
image of a bright object illuminated by laser light.

4
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CHAPTER VII

One-Beam Holograms

.Oncewshave a systemsatisfyingzall the requirements of
%

dimensional stability, vibration isolation, and the necessary enviroAmental'condi ions, we-are ready to construct various types of holograms.

We begin with the formation of a series of "one-beam" holograms -

--..

refldction, transmission, and cylindridal types - because of several
reasons:

simplicity; (2) efficient use of light; and (3) general

(1).

usefulness.
Pedagogic...ally, it is a good philosophy to have students performyat

the very beginning, eXperiments that can'be successfully completed in

one afternopn's:latoratory period. 7Whether or,nst they understand fully
the theory behind what the
hologram with. whi.qh they

have done, they have in tWeir possession a
demonstrate to their peers, giving them a

psychologleaUbpoat toward learning the basic theories behind, and to
continue to do more advanced experimentations.

White Light Reflection Hologram
We begin ,dith a hologram which theoretically is among the most
Elrentially we shall

involved, but. experimentally exceedingly timp 1e.

7'
cover an object to be holographed with a piece of film, illuminate the
film with a single expanded-beam of laser light, and result in a hologram which can-be viewed with white light, showing a three -dimensional
color image.

tq-both cases-

Figures 7-la and b show two possible configurations.
.0W, -'7;_

;-,-,?--

the laser beam is spread out by either a positive / or a.n

N

..,

Ate,.1ens'or4,
...

1

So

if available, a spatial fi/ter.

This expendin
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perpendicularly onto the non-anti-halation backed (NAH) type.8E75 plate
or film, which is virtually in contact with, the object to be holographed.
IT film is used, it must be pressed between two plate glasse-s and held
with clamps.

The scenes used should be either white in color or highly

reflective, shiny objects placed in virtual contact with the emulsion.

The exposure and processing can now be performed in a way similar to
that-discussed in a previous chapter in the construction of. g'ratings.

The

length of exposure can be approximated by knowing the'olytput of the laser,

the spot size of the beam on the film, and the sensitivity of the film.
For example, for a one milliwatt laser with a 5 cm
film which has a 200 erg/cm

2

diameter spot on the

sensitivity, the approximate exposure time is

in' the order of one second.

The image. of this hologram cannot be seen until it is thoroughly,

dried and then viewed under a point source of white light, such as sunlight.

Because of the emulsion shrinkage the color of the object

generally will appear to be yellowish green.

If one moistens the

emulsion side by steaming the hologram, which can'be accomplished by.
placing it above a cup of coffee, the image will turn red becauSe of the
swelling of the emulsion.

This is a vivid demonstration of the Bragg

diffraction phenomenon normally performed with X-ray.

The physics

involved in the formation of this hologram can be understood from the
'discusSion in Chapter III.

Here interference is caused between the

direct beam incident on the emulsion and the light that has been
transmitted through it and reflected'back by the object.

Because the

film is located. between the reference beam and the objectbeam where the
concentration of the "mirrors" is the greatest, the 6 micron emulsion has
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approximately 20 mirror surfaces formed inside of it.

This allows

efficient Bragg diffraction to take place when illuminated by white
light.

The most desirable beam, ratio for forming this hologram is 1,
should,

i.e., the beam intensity incident on the film from both side
.

be equal.' In the present case we have no control over how much object
light/is obtainable except by the choice of color, reflectiVity, and
Thus, the brighter the object

proximity of the object to the film.

and the closer it is to the film, the, better the hologram.

We can

conclude that so'long as we are making this type of hologram with a
single beam, the depth of.the scene is'limited to a few centimeters.
4

Transmission Hologram
Figure 7-2 a and b show possible. configurations for forming a

one-beam transmission hologram.

Here it is desirable to use anti-

.

halation-backed (AH) holographic film with the emulsion side "facing
the light.

In general, if film is cut from a roll, the concave side

of the film is the emulsion.

Hofaever, on a humid day, the emulsion

may swell and curve the wrong way.

The best technique to determine the

correct side is to moisten one's finger and touch a corner of the film.
The sticky side is the emulsion.

4

Here it.is desirable to have the beam spread out to cover a
rrilil\larger area than was the case with the reflection hologram.

A

,negative lens located downstream from the spatial filter or a series
of two negative lenses will achieve this effect:In order to-minimize the effect of intermodulation noise
(Chapter III), a desirable ratio between the intensity of the direct
light received by the film versus the reflected light onto the film
by the scene is approximately 4 or greater.
t.;

With a light meter which

.

at.

sc.

I"

4

Scthd bo):.

a

2b

4
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.

has a logarit.hmic scale, the light as detected when aimed from the

location of the hologram toward the lenses should read at least two stops
higher thanAlight arriving at the meter from'the scene.
intensity o

In detecting the

the object beam care should be taken in blocking the direct

reference. light from entering the meter.

The exposure time is chiefly

determined by the intensity of the reference beam.

Exposures 'now can

4
be made gnd the hologram processed.

The resultant hologfam °must be

6

viewed with a monochromatic light source, such as the laser.

The real

image of this hologram can be projected on a screen by shining an'un-

diveded laser beam precisely backwards through the hologram from the
original reference beam direction.

A major advantage Of this.hologram

over the reflection type is that the depth in,the scene is virtually
unlimited.

In a sandbox, for example, one could have a broad desert

scene in krRnt of the film if the laser light is spread out sufficiently.
One limitation of this hologram is that most of the scene is back-1
lit.

A primary caution is not to.have objects so tall as to block tlhe

referencb beam.
N.

An easy variation in this hologram is to record more than one scene

on the same hologram.
on two scenes.

This can be done by making two separate exposures

For example, after making one exposure the 5ilm can be

turned 90° along the axis perpendicular to the film plane.
fcene is substituted and a second exposure made.

A. diffetfnt

In thispase e.4-

exposure of each scene should be one-hOlf of the original exposur.e
for a one-scene hologram.

After processing, the hologram can be

rotated, and two different scenes will be viewed depending on the'
<

orientation.

VII -

Cylindrical Hologram
Figure 7-3 shows,a configuration for making a cylindrical hologram,
in which objects recorded can be viewed all around.

The'cylinder used

for supporting the film.can be anything from an'olive jar to a section
of pipe.

As a start, use a cylinder approximately 5 cm'in height and

8 to 10 cm in diameter.

The mounting of the film onto the inside of the cylinder is crucial.
Hlving cut it to the precise din:tensions that can fit inside the jar,

the film should be held inside with the emulsion side inward, and taped
onto the cylinder with all portions of the film in physical contact
with the.cylinJer wall.

The cylinderApen should be left on top of the

holographic system for several minutes to allow it to reach thermal
equilibrium.

As shown in Figure 7-3, two laboratory stands are used on top
of the vibration isolated sy tem.

With larger lasers a mirror should

be used on top of the stand;tb reflect light.downwards from the laser
positioned on the table.

This is followed by one Or two beam-expanding

'N

lenses so that the light is diverged in the 'most extreme tasbion feasible.

In this as well as in all other cases, care should be taken so that the
edges of the lenses must not be illuminated.
T6 assure that the illumination of the cylinder is evenly
4

distributed, a white piece of paper cut to the size bf the, film and
mounted inside the Cylinder can be used for visual` observation.

A light

meter can be used to.check the scattered light from the paper all around

the cylinder, and the beam moved by the lenses to achieve'he most uniform
possible illumination.

The object to be holographed can now be placed

7
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at the bottom of the cylinder.

Again, highly,refieVve objects are pre-

.,

feired over dark ones.

The beam -ratio can be\hecked as before.

Since

this is a transmission :hologram, the intensity ratio of four to.oneis
v.

desirtible:

In the event that this is far off,

1

4,

orrections can be made '

bA0moving the exPanding lenses farther up or down to change the divergence k
of the alight.

For a simple system using 'a single laboratory stand, wobbling will
cause 'sufficient motion to destroy the hologram.

A second,plaboatory

standis necessary to dampen this,vibration bytying it With right-angle
4

clamps and rods to our system,.

The exposure! and professing procedures

or this ,hologram are

precisely similar to those for the transmission hologram. Again, a
rsecond scene can be recorded on the'same film if the cylinder is,.
inverted, and

secOnd scene exposed.

I
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CHAPTER VIII-

Gen ral Multiple Beam Hologram Fdrmation
vet

e

Having familiarized ourselves with the basic laboratory procedures
.

seated in the previous chapter, we now outlinesome general techniques
for hologram formation involving the use of multiple beams.

The

material requirement is necessarily increased, particularly With
regard to the number of mirror, 1.1-1ses, spatial filters, and beam splitters.

In Chapter VII, holograms are formed between the direct light arriving
at the film with ttie light scattered from the object.

beam splitters were used.

In these cases no

Because ofthe simplicity involved it was,

comparatively speaking, difficult to arrange the desirable beam ratio
and; in general, impossible to equalize the, paths of the two beams.

Moreover, we also had to accept whatever state of polarization existed,
and were unable to control this factor.

On the other hand, because of

z

the minimum number of components used, lasers with minimal output were
usable.

In general, as we introduce more and more control to our system,
there will be greater waste of laser output.
.

For practical purposes,

multiple bepis are to be used in hologram formations; it is highly
desirable that lasers with outputs greater than'2 mW be available.

Figure 8-1 shows one of many possible configurations for forming'i
two -beam' holograms., Beginning with the laser, the beam is directed
to the. right by mirror 141, and is then split into two by the beam splitter.

With a white cardboard acting as a screen at the location of the future
hOlogram; the reference beam can now be aligned by M2.

The object to

be used can be now located in front of the screen, and is illuminated
with the object beam directed on it by M3.

1
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4kt
Before spreading out either beam, the' optical paths can now

be approxiMately equalized by the adjustment of M2 and M3, so that
4-

B.S.M H

= ,B.S.M OH .
3

2

A lens-L1 can now be introduced to expand the reference beam.

Similarly L2 expands the object bea

to illuminate the object uniformly.

It is important to note here that Whereas the reference beam must always
be'a point source, the objeCt, on the other hand, can be diffusely
' illuminated.

ii this case

Figure 8-2 illustrates this alternative.

the object bead40..first expanded, then a ground glass is used to
0
diffuse the light that illuminates the object.' Care should be taken that
none of the light scattered from ,the ground, glas's arrives at the holcigram

directly.

The beam ratio can be measured by blocking one beam at a time.
The intensity of each can 1)

checked with a light meter.

As stated

before% the intensity,ratiobetween ,the reference and the object bee"
should be approximately four to one.

This. not, however, a hard and

Jest rule because many factors are invo ved, 'the most important cif which
--

is the bandwidth.

Figure8-3illustratesourconceptofbanwidth.

Here the mini'iicm

,angle between the object and the reference beam approaches zero whereas
the maximum angle is approximately 90°.

range lies between 0 < spatial freq

Thus the, spatial frequency

ncy range <

sin e 90°
.

This is

X

Figure 8-4, or the -other hand,

an example of a wideband hologram.

illustrates. the narrow bandlidth configuration.

'frequency range is obviously very small.

Here the spatiaj

Since the Intermodulation

noise is directly related to the bandwidth, and the function-of the
beam ratio is to minimize this noise, the beam ratio then is proportional

o

....1111
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ttp the bandwidth., Thus in the formation of a sine grating wheie the
bandwidth is zero, the preferred beam ratio is one.
if an extremely wide scene is used, the beam ratio

On the other hand,

as high as ten to

one is desirable.

Assuming a low cost beam splitter is Used,'which results in fixed
beam ratio, this ratio can be altered by several techniques.
simplest one is to move LC1 to various' locations.

The

The further it'is

upstream the more light will,spread out before its arrival.at the
Oft

hologram, thus decreasing the reference beam density.

Similarly the

object beam can be changed by varying the location of L2.
',

technique is to use neutral density filters.

AnOther

However, this wastes

otherwise useful light.

In general, LI should be sufficiently far from the hologram so that

the light covers an area greater than the size of the hologram: Because
the output from a laser has a Gaussian distribution, the center of the
spot has higher intensity than the edge.

If the spot is smaller than

,,the film, the center will be ove exposed and the edge will be under:4

exposed.

The next step is to determine the exposure time.

Since the

reference'beam usually dominates, it alone determines the exposure,
If

a calibrated meter is not available, the step wedge method mentioned
4

before can be used.

Following are summarizing steps for making a two-beam hologram,
,assuming that we have various' components arranged approximately as in

Figure 8-1 on top of a vibration-isolated table:
(1)

Equalize the beam paths.

(2)

Spread beams with L1 and L2.

1 ,ria
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,)
(3) 'Adjust beam ratio.
a,

(4)

Determine exposure.

The hologray now canbe expOsed and koceised.
In the'event that it is desirable to illuminate the Aject,from
more than one direction, Figure 8-5 shows how the configuration in
Figure 8-1 can be modified to accotnplish it.

For two-beam white light reflection hologiams, Fl.gure 8-6 shows a
possible arrangement.

Note that the beam ratio for white light holograms

should be 1, regardless of object's used and bandwidth.

In this case,

the intermpdulation noise will appear in the pransmitted beam only,
leaving the reflected beam unaffected.

For optimum resolution on the

reconstructedimage, the object should be as close to the ilm plane
as possible.

gal
O
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CHAPTER IX

Basic Projects

Like photography, holography has both scientific as well as
artistic applications.

Only the ability and the imagination xif the

practician can(limit the possibilities in both domains.
ce.

Instead of cataloging all possibilities, the format of this
writing requires that we point out only the highlights and the basic
techniques in holographic interferometry, which allows the students
to make microscopic measurements on displacements, and some methods
in image manipulation which widens the range in artistic applications.

Holometry
Holometry,(holographic interferometry), as discussed in Chapter III,
can'be divided into three classes:
real time.

double exposure, time average, and

We shall discuss only the first case which involves exposing

a hologram to an object once, allow the object to change microscopically,
and-then make a second exposure.

In the second case, only one exposure

is made while the object is under steady-state vibration.

The,nodal

areas that did not vibrate will be seen as bright, whereas the anti,
nodal areas, where the object shifted, will appear dark.

Finally,

realL,time interferometry involves exposing a hologram ant viewing it
-r

in its original location, so that both the image and the real object
'e superposed in space.

If the object now shifts, dark fringes will We

seen through the hologram.

They are caused by the differences between

the location of every point on the object during exposure and its
present locations:

1
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We, shall ntr..i discuss the simplest'case of the three, namely,

t,

-

double exposU're.

For objects smaller than the photoplate or film and

with depth limitda.to a few centimeters, an exceedingly simple method
can be used iiith selficalibrating interference' fringes.

Figure 9-1

shows a configuration fora,studept experiment involving the bending
beam or the deformition of a membrane.
above but not touching the bending beani.

-

Locate the photoplate'directly
Let this beam be supported

as shown, and a weight placgd in its,, middle.

hologram is exposed.

A single beam white light

Without moving anything else, the weight is

removed with a tweezer very carefully and a second exposure is made.
Upon processing this single-beam White light hologram, interference
fringes will be seen on top of the beam.

ky having the laser light

impinge on tke photoplate perpendicularly, we can interpret that the
first dark fringe adjacent to the point of support, represents a net
optical path shift of one -half wavelength or; therefore, a net displacement of one-quarter wavelength.

The next dark fringe, then, rg-

presents a net displacement of three-quarter wavelength, and so
forth.

Thus, the fringes are directly calibrated to the wavelength

of the laser'used.

This experimental data can then be compared with
:1?

theoretica.1 predications, making this an interesting-iahinstructive
exercise.

The student is encouraged to discover other priidects that

can benefit from this technique.

The basic precaution here is that

stability for the film plate relative to the table must be insurdd,

an?liat no other displacements than the one under study should be
(

,induced.

In the event that dark fringes are noticeable in the vicinity

of the-hologram itself, this means that the hologram has moved during
exposure.

6

r
4

ti

In general, when objects are larger than the plate and with

dimensions greater.than suitable for the above simple technique,
general two-beam technique transmission hologram 'should be used.

Under

this circumstance beam paths are extremely complicated, particularly
when a ground glass is used to provide diffused illumination for the
object.

Although the fringe structure provides much qualitative

information concerning the state of deformation or shift in the object,
numerical interpretation becomes. exceedingly difficult.

However, there

.is still a simple technique to self-calibrate the interference pattern.

We shall call-this the self-referenced fringe technique (SRF).
The SRF technique requires that the maximum'displacement be known
-and a well - defined zero displacement point be located.

For example,

in the case of the bending beam the point of support provides wellknown positions for zero displacement.

At the location of the weight

&micrometer can be provided so that the maximum displacement is known.
Regardless of beam directions and configurations for forming this
hologram, the interference fringes.formed o-.7( the object are selfcalibrated.

We can divide the total displa'qement S indicated on

the micrometer-by the totaj number of dark fringes N between the

pont of support to the point of contact of the micrometer.

Each

successive fringe from the pdint of support thus represents a displacement'of S/N.

After the calibration an arbitrary mass can be

used to displace the beam, assuming no change in the configuration
701

for forming the hologram is made.

In general it is interesting and

instructive to make'holograms with various displacements in various
'directions induced by a micrometer.

This helps the experimenter to

115
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learn to interpret fringe structures by their' orientations, shapes
3
,

and locations qualitatively so that when,he views a particular interference pattern, Ike,imme4iately gets a general idea concerning the

nature of the displacement.
e

yr

Hybrid Holograms

.

\

In order to increase the versatility of the hologram for both
4:

scienti"fic andiartistic purp-osek, we shall discuss some variations
0

from the basic techniques which will allow us (1) to view the virtual

image at any arbitrary loCation relativo the hologram and (2) allow
is to illuminate transmission holograms with tungsten filament light
sources.

All holograMs discussed so far have virtual images seen behisnd,te
hologram plate.. 'However, it is possible to locate this image on the

plane or even in front by a relatively simple variation of the techniques
already discussed.

To make a "focused- image" hologram, a convenient method is to use

a photographic lens and focus the object on thefilm so tha,t, alone,
a photograph would be exposed.

With the addition of a reference beam

either,from the same side or 8he opposite side of the film, a transmission or reflection hologram can be exposedIrespectively. When
/N-

viewing this hologram, the image will appear to be straddling the plane
of the film, with part of it protruding into the front and the remainder
behind.

Another variation of the focused image hologram is to obtain the
real image from an existing hologram and make a hologram of it.
Figure 9-2a shows the usual configuration for forming hologram El.;

r
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-If we use this finished hologram as a master and project its real image
back to the location of the original object by converging a beam and
focusing it through the hologram $at the location of the original

,

reference beamlas shown in Figure 9 -2b, a fresh holographiC plate can
now be located at the location of the image.

Using a converging.

reference beam' for hologram H2, a secondary hologranl is thus formed..
.*

When itis illuminated by a point source as ihown in Figure 9v2p, an
111
4

image will be seen straddling the plane,of the hologram.

'If the -

.

1

gide of
scene is shallow, not exceeding a centimeter or so on either

the film, its image can be seen with white light.

However, the image

further away from the film wile have color dispersion,

,

N.

To make it feasible for illumination Of this focused image
light,
hologram with deeTY;scenes using a point sour& of white
, ,

r

;

.

..::,

.

Figure 9-3 shows a variation on the previous configuration. (Here wt
,4-

precisely
also use a master hologram, Hi, and make a secondary hologram
,

.

as in Figure
9-2b.
y

However, a mask witha slit opening is placed on
A

-

,

H

*,-

used,`
so that only the slice of hologram underneath the "flit is

1

'but
This is equivalent to sacrificing the vertical parallax oq'Hi

tetaining the horizontal parallax.

Illuminating the H2" with

a4,/liaser

source as Shown in Figure 9-4 will , al low an image to be seen onj1y if the

viewer's eyes were at the location of the origina41 slit'.
head.bp or down will cause the disappearance of the image:

Moving his
On'the other

hand, if the hologram is viewed with a white light source as shOwn in

( Figure 9-5, an entire image is seen over large range of space due t.a
jthe
the fact that different color from the white light will cause

virtual slot to be located at a different position; so that'ePending.
f4om red
on the altitude of the eyes, there, will be a color changing

",1
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1

to blue as one moves them up -and down.

But in all positions the image
.

will be seen with perfec1 t horizontal parallax.. H2 is now known as a

"rainbow hologram".

J

Its chief advantage is that holograms no longer

f

require monochromatic illumination, making this much more economical
to display.

".
4

,

There are many'gther types of hybrid holograms which space here

will not allow us to delve in detail.

Appendix III shows one technique,

used to inter ate motion pictures into holograms so that objects
r

originally aluminated by'incoherent light are converted into Riolograms
)

with motion.

Further developments involve the combination of the

rainbow effect with the integraphic technique, resulting in cylindrical
.

holograms that contain objects in motion and are illuminated by
.

.

commonly available tungsten filament light bulbs.
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1

The, peculiar nature of our subject matter demands a unique form

of bibliography.

Unlike a-topic in sociology, where references must

be carefully chosen among myriad sources, holography is 'a co*aratively

narrow subject matter which is describedin a well delineated set of
publications.

-

The background information needed for a beginning student can be
found in the optics section of any introductory physics.tegt.
ever a technical term iS'encountered, such as

When-,

"interferenCe",°

"polarization", "focal length", etc., the student is urged:to consult
the index of these tekts, and then learn what if necessary from them.
Texts that we specifically recommend are:
PHYSICS, Robert Resnick and David Halliday, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
ELEMENTARY GENERAL PHYSICS, Richard T. Weidner and Robert L. Sells,
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
UNIVERSITY PHYSICS, F. W. Sears and M. W. Zemansky, Addison - {Wesley.

In general, any text with a good optics section will be helpful.
At a more advanced level, we recommend:

)14
-,

FUNDAMENTALS OF OPTICS, Francis A. Jenkins and Harvey
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

White,

OPTICS, Eugene Hecht and Alfred Zajac, Addison-Wesley (1974)

Following is a list of books wnittem specifically on the subject
of holography, listed in the chronological order'Of their publicition:
INTRODUCTION TO'COH,ERENT OPTICS AND HOLOGRAPHY, G. W. Stroke,
Academic Press, 1st Edition, 1965; 2nd Edition, 1969.

THEORY1AND APPLfCATIONS OF HOLOGRAPHY, J. B. DeVelis and
G. 0. Reynolds, Addison-Wesley, 1967.
4
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INTRODUCTION TO FOURIER OPTICS, J. W. Goodman, McGraw-Bill, 1968.
PRINCIPLES OF HOLOGRAPHY, H. M. Smith, Wiley Inter-Science, 1969.

THE APPLICATIONS OF HOLOGRAPHY, H. J. Caulfield and S. Lu,
Wiley Inter-Science, 1970.
OPTICAL HOLOGRAPHY, R. J. Collier, C. B. Burckhardt, and L. H. Lin,
Academic Press, 1971.
HOLOGRAPHIE, M. rrancon, Springer Verlag, 1972.

-OPTICAL AND ACOUSTICALHOLOGRAPHY, E. Carmatini, Plenum Press, 1972..
OPTICAL INFORMAtION PROCESSING AND HOLOGRAPHY, W. T. Cathey,
Wiley-Inteiscience, 1974.
.

The most up-to-date one is by Cathey.
serve acu our text.

This book can very well

Most of the theory needed to increase the depth of

our understgnding is, found here.

OPTICAL HOLOGRAPHY by Collier et al.

is more substantial and contains 'more detail on holographic materials
4

other than silver halide emulsion.

Goodman's INTRODUCTIOIITTO FOURIER
It offers thetest general dis-

OFTICSis best on a graduate level.

cussion on the Fourier deription of optical gyst4ms, including
holography.
a

Any of the a o
to original
to use th

entioned texts has extensive lists of references

catio s in journals.
library reso

The student should be encouraged

ces and consult' the articles of his or her

interest.
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APPENDIX I

GENERAL HOLOGRAM PROCESSING PROCEDURE*
FOR TaAlISMISSION HOLOGRAMS AND WHITE LIGHT REFLECTION HOLOGRAMS
,\

5
30
3
10

'Develop in D-19 (Kodak)
Stop bath (any brand)
3.' Kbdak rapid fix with hardener
I.

02.

'

4.

Wast,i in 'running water

minutes
seconds
minutes
minutes

f

All above, steps should be performed at room temperature (approxirttitely 23°C)
with indirett ancrdim green safe light. The hologram can now be'handled in
If-exppsed correctly, it should appear dark gray, tut riotfull-room light.
opaque.
(Approximately 10% transmission of white light is best.) Tt can also
be viewed with the reference beam alone. "Avoid'allowing it to dry at thif poin' .

\-

b

Bleaching Techniques to Achieve Maximum Efficiency
I.

0E75 AH, 10E75 AH, or 20E75 AH film or plate)
TransmissionHolograms:
For best holograMs; filmiith anti-halo backing should be used. Film
without AH will do,%lattwill have some unwanted patterns.
5.

After sep'(4) above, submerge in following bleach until
the entire hologram appears transparent.
'Thos bleach cons -.sts of 1 liter of de-ionized water with

30 grams of potassium ferricyaoide and 30 grams of potassium
It is toxic, extremely
bromide'completely,-disSOlved in it.
,oeustit, but-not volatile. ,Should be kept in,plastic or

glass oontainerandhandled with rubbergloves.
14

5 minutes

6.

Washlin running Water*

7.

Squeegee.the emi)lsion sidefth a good photographic
grade,slueeiee and then dry with wdrimair (hair dryer).
..e

II,

White Light Reflection Holograms:
MuSt.be made with 8EY5(NAti holographic film.
5.

After,step (4sabove, submerge in followihg bleach until

all tt4.qolor disappears.
The bleach is EXTREMELY TOXIC AND CAUSEIC, but, not volatile..
Hindle ith extrime care, using rubber groves and glass or

plastic clonainers. ft consists of 20gramsof mercuric
.2chloride,arid 20 gran* of, otassiuM bromide dissolved in
1 liter of 0e-ionized water.
.

Wash in running water
'7.,.. Kodak rapidx with hardener until all the
.
pinkish White color turns brown.
WaSh in running water
8.
.911Squeegee and dry.
'6.

5 minutes

5 minutes

.

*

The developer stop bath and the fix.can be purchased from any camera store.
The 0.eaching chemicals can be "borrowed" from your Chemistry Department or
purchased froth Sargent-Welch Science Company, 7300 N. Linder Avenue,
,
SkoNe, Illinois 60076.
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APPENDIX II

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS FOR HOLOGRAPHY

1. -Introduction
Photographic materials for holography must meet specific requirements. Since the
dimensions of the structure of the interference pattern to be recorded are usually of
the order of magnitude of the wavelength of the light used for exposure, a very high
resolving power is essential. A high speed is also desirable to allow short exposures.
However, high resolving power and high speed are somewhat incompatible properties, -which makes it necessary to arrive at a compromise of the highest possible
efficiency. The nature of the subject will determine whether the ideal Solution of
this problem will be slanted towards high spAed or high resolving power.
Agfa-Gevaert has therefore introduced a nurNber'of Scientia emulsions to meet
various practical demands, namely 8 E 75 and 10 E 75 for red laser light, and
8 E 56 and 10 E 56 for blue and green laser light. We shall now discuss the specific
properties of,these materials.

Density anod amplitude, transmi'ssioiOcurves'

2.

The relation between density p and exposure E is usually represented by the characteristic curve. Figs 1 and 2 show these curves for Scientia emulsions 8 E 75 and
10 E 75 for red laser light, and 8 E 56 and 10 E 56 'for blue and green laser light
respectixely.
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The x-posurcs of Scientia 8 E 75..and 1 0 E 75'were effected at the principal wave8, E 56 and 1 0 E 56 with a
length of th He-Ne.laser (633 nm) and those of Scientia
respectively.
'The material was
krypton laser ( 6 and 521 nm), see Figs 1 and 2
G
3
p
at
20
°C
and for 4 minutesd for minutes in Agfa -Gevacrt developer
,proce
'in A fa-Gevaert fixer G 334, followed by washing for 15 minutes. The density of
,-,.--the.developed emulsion layers was measured by parallel light. Characteristic
Curves contain useful information in the case of certain holographic exposures, btit
in general amplitude transmission curves are preferred, because a hologram acts
density but the'
as a diffraction screen to areirrcident waveront, ,wh_ere.not the ideal
Amplitude
ttan6=
local amplitude transmission is the more important consideration:
plane
mission is defined as the ratio between the amplitudes of a monochromatic
a
wave after and before passing through the photographic' emulsion. This is usually
of
the
complex quantity, in other words, not only the amplitude but also the phase
'incident radiation is affected. However, in the case of processed emulsions, for
intensity
measuring amplitude transmission ITal the only easily measured quantityofis Ta.
transmission Ti = Ta Ta , where Ta* represents the complex conjugate
This quantity is expressed as a function of the exposure of Scientia 8 E 75 and 10 E 75
at a wavelength of 633 nm, and of Scientia 8 E 56 and 10 E 56 at wavelengths of
476 and 521 nm. respectively, in Figs 3 and 4.
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The energy per unit surface that corresponds to.ral= 0.5 can be regarded as an
-indication of the sensitivity.
Approximate values of light intensitibs for 11al = 0. 5 (corresponding to D = O. 6) are

20 erg/cm2for Scientia

emulsion '10 E 75-

75 erg/cm for Scientia

emulsion 8 E 75.

at ,633 nm

-

10-20 erg/cm 2 for'Scientia

emulsion 10 E 56
1 50-300 erg/cm2 for Scientia.
emulsion 8 E 56
at 476 and 521 nm
.

The abcpre values are slightly affected by development conditions.
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3;

Colour sensitivity

Scientia holographic einulsinns 8 E 75 and 10 E 75 are specially sensitized for
wavelengths between 600 and 750 nm, and are intended for use with the He-Ne laser
(633 nm) and the ruby laser (694 nm). On the other hand, Scientia holographic emulsions 8 E 56 and 10 E 56 are suitable for exposure to wavelengths up to 560 nrn
(krypton and argon lasers). The density and amplitude transmission curves given in
Section 2 apply, to the wavelength of the He-Ne laser of 633 nm (see Figs 1 and 3) and
those of the krypton laser of 476 and 521 nm (see Figs 2 and 4)e- To enable one to
conVert, the exposure to other wavelengths, the colour gental.rities are shown in
Fig. 5.
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4. Image quality
An optical diffraction method was used to determine the image quality of the holodouble-beam interference exposure enabled us to examine the
graphic emulsion.
resultant diffraction screen. Fig. 6 shows in schematic form both the exposure and
the reconstruction.
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Photographic plate
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Interference acreen

Schematic repreentation o. exposure and reconstruction of
doublebeam interference
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Dependence of diffraction efficiency on exposure

During exposure, two plane waves having intensities I1 and I2 were incident on the
photographic plate, each at the same angle to the normal. Representing the angle
between the two rays by 8, spatial frequency f is given by
f

2

=

A

sin

8
2

where A = wavelength in air (633 nm for the He':-N'e laser).

With 8 = 90°, a spatial frequency of 2,235 lines/mm will then result. The separation between adjacent lines will then be the inverse of the spatial frequency equal fo
." approx. 0. 45 micron.
Modulation m depends on the polarization of the laser radiation and intensity ratio
In the case described, lasers with linearly polarized radiation were used.
The electric vector. was normal to the plane of incidence. The intensity ratio I1/12
amounted to 0. 5, corresponding to a modulation of 0. 94; In general the modulation
caused by the polarization considered here is
11/12.

m

=

2 VIT-12
+ 12

Reconstruction took place as shown in Fig. 6. Ray II was used for reconstructing
ray 121. Intensity 12' was a diffraction oLthe first order and hence ratio 12'/Ii is
dependant on angle 8, modulation rn, and the exposure. Fig. 7 shows ratio
Z' /I'

against exposure.

1 01-.!
P-ed

4
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This function has a definite maximum. Ratio I2'/Ii can be considered.as a measure
of the quality of a screen and is therefore called, diffraction efficiency. Figs 8 and 9
show the optimum diffraction efficiency (I2'/Ii)m4x as a function of the spatial frequency for Scientia emulsions 8 E 75, 10 E 75 and 8 E 56, HD E 56 respectively.
Intensities II and 12' have not been corrected for Fresnel reflection, because the
latter corresponds to the practical applications of holography. The actual diffraction efficiency of the photographic emulsion for the polarization used is higher still,
especially at large values of angle 0. We should mention that the material was
over-modulated by using the large modulation values of 0.94. or 1. In other words,
this is not a case of linear transfer; intensities of higher orders of diffraction are
also obtained. 'In order to compare the diffraction intensity to noise IN at various
spatial frequencies, exposures were carried out with a single laser beam of the
same overall intensity, and the photographic plates were all processed and
measured finder identical conditions. The resultant ratid IN/I1 is also shown in
Figs 8 and 9.
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Reciprocity behaviour

Q-switch lasers with pulsewid,ths of 10 to 50 ns are used for shoitexposures. In
this case, the reciprocity behaviour of'Scientia emulsions is obviously important.
To obtain densities D <2, the exposure of Scientia materials must be multiplied 2
to 4 times when Q-switch lasers are used.
s.,
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(1

\):

Range
Sensitiv'ty

Emulsion

10 E 75

(erg/c

He-Ne and

8.-t" 75 f

ruby lasers

8 E,56

argon laser

10 E 56

krypton laser

2)*

20

75

150 - 3

Plates

Films

with or without
antihalati.oh layer

with antihalatioh layer

antihata'tion layer
in emulsion
with or without
antihalation layer

10 - ZO

without,

antihalation layer

* at ITal = 0.5 (see Section 2
Base

cellulose triacetate 0.14 mm with or without antihalation layer
- glass plates a) normal photographic glass
b) provided at least 5 rn is ordered, also available on
- selected glasd : 'max. plane deviation 25 p/inch
- plane-glass
: max. plane deviation 5 winch
Your local 4gfa-Gevaert agency will gladly supply information regarding.sizes and
prices.
:

Emulsion thickness
- oil films 5 p
on plates 7,p
Other thicknesses (e; g. 15 or Bragg {white light) holography) are available to
special order. Conditions on request.
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APPENDIX III
I

The Integration of Motion Pictures into Holograms
Tong H. Jeong and Hal Snyder
Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, III.

We describe here a technique called integraphy which allows
holograms to be made from standard wo-dimensional motion pictures.
The three-dimensional image can be seen through without the use of
special spectacles and can be displayed in circular, continuous, linear,
or other formats and the image seen can'have 360° of perspectives.

There exist in published literature(1-51 various configurations
for integrating-still pictures into a holographic format. Collectively,
they suffer from the following limitations: (1) The reference beam
angle Incident onto the hologram varies with the location of the
hologram. Thu requires that the viewer must move his head in order
to achieve a change in perspective (2) If a cylindrical hologram is
desired, the recording system must also be cylindrical in confikura
tion, with the.same radius as the final hologram desired 01 In no
cue has it been possible to have a continuous,.non repeating play of
a holographic motion picture.

compensated by the fact that the hologram is viewed in a cylindrical
configuration The method thus allows the.urne system to be used
for practically any cylindrical Biz", the only element to be changed in
each case is the cylindrical lens.
such as fade-in, fade-out,
Various cinematic), techniques
zooming, multiple exposure, animation, computer generation, magnification, ramification are feasible.

Of special interest is a project presently under investigation in
which the viewer is located inside the cyl' er, looking outwards The
motion picture is produced by panning th camera 360° on a stand.
if the camera is
In this case stereoscopic views are available
mounted eccentrically Through such a configure n, a 360° panoramic view of scenes, such as the Grand Canyon, ca be recorded and
displayed.

We wish to report a development which allows us to
eliminate all of the above limitations.

Figure (1) shows the schematic layout of the system. The
function of the polarization rotators is to onent.the electric field
vectors in such a way that they are parallel to one another and
perpendictilar to the plane formed by the two beams when they
impinge onto the recording photographic emulsion. Figure (2) shows
the top view of the object beam alone. The function of the cylindrical
lens is to distort each point on the image plane into a horizontal line,
but leaving the vertical component unaffected. The image is exposed,
one strip at a time, corresponding to a frame of a motion picture. The
function of the Fresnel lens is to collect the light from the screen onto
the film in such a way that, in the event of a wide-angle scene, there
would not be a fade-out at the edge. Typically, the scene recorded in
the motion picture may be an event taking place on a rotating stage.
Because each frame in the film represents a slight change in perspective of the scene, the subsequent Image seen is three,- dimensional due

to the fact that each eye looks through a different Itrip. Since the
recording holographic film is in the form oflecontiauous,roll, the
scene recorded on the motion picture can be con-tin us and the
.
actions can be non-repeating. After the exposed film is
ceased it
drum,
can be viewed by transporting it through a transparent circu
t
sr shown in Figure (3), and illuminated concentric y from a
source below. Thus, the viewing angle is almost 360°. The disto ioa.
caused by the cylindrical lens in the recording stage is now

m
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